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REFERENDUM TOPORTUGESE DRIVE
JOT NUNS
Republican Form of Govern-
ment Does Not Seem
Suited to Nation
REVENUES FROM
JAGOBO CHAVES
The Insurance Department
Demonstrates That It Is a
Financial Success
l"4 I r
RiDOIJOTES
FROM WASHINGTON
Charges of Violating Fencing
Law Brought Against
Senator Warren
CLE SH IS S eOOZER
To Cap Climax His Army Is De--
dared to Be Worst in
World.
Washington, Nov. :;). Charges or
1
UST DAY OF FISCAL YEARjTRGOPS AND CREW REBEL
i7.
A
violating tbe law against, fencing in j by A. J. lialfour, of the nt
land wore filed today be- sition in ;lio House of Commons of
fore a Senate committee against j the policy of the referendum In the
ff t y, s. . , A
senator frauds B. Warren of Wyom- -
ini;. The charges were presented by
Matthew E. O'Brien, representing Al-
bert s. Connelly of Wyoming.
Uncle Sam is Too Gay.
Washington, Nov. 30. The United
States has just passed through a ban-
ner year lor drinks, smoke aixl oleo-
margarine. Here is the nation's rec-
ord for the twelve months ended on
June 30, as it shows in the figures of
the internal revenue bureau:
163,000,000 gallons of distilled spir-
its 30.0(10.000 gallons more than the
year before.
5,1X1,111 barrels of fomented liquors
an increase of 3.0(ii),oini.
7,600,000,000 cigars Ifin.u00.ll00
more than 1909. i
6,830,000.000 clgarettes--an increase
of a 'solid 1,000.000.000. j
402,000,000 pounds of plug, finecut.
cubeeut. granulated or sliced smoking j1
or chewing tobacco or snuff o,000,- -
000 more than the year before.
Army Worst in World.
Washington, Nov. 30. That
JUDGE JOHN R. McFIE.
i nited States army is inferior in mi!i meni carried by a majority of 22,623
tary organization to the armies of ev-- 1 votes, 52,299 votes having been cast
ery other large nation of the world i for and 29.676 against the proposi-wa- s
the statement made yesterday of tion. Although women now have the
II. Lee Clotworthy, military expert, right to vote, they will be unable to
associate editor of the United States participate In any elections until next
Infantry Journal, and formerly a cap- - year, as the registration books
tain iu the army. throughout the slate have been closed
"At the Golden Gate there are for thp vmr nn,i ri,Q oft,. ,.
enough coast defense guns to blow all
w.c l ,uB UI1U 0,h metered prior to the issuance of the
water. Yet Japan, if she wanted to, governor's proclamation are illegallycould capture every town along the j registered
coast, without a shot being fired, from J
Ofauif lo OilU Jiego. All 8ne WOUlUiMAII Dnuruhave to do would be to land her
troops at. some unprotected point and
march.
"If the trouble ol Mexico on our
own frontier, had necessitated our
men getting into action, we could not
mobilize a full division there wlthla(
a month. Even Mexico could testa
us a Bevere lesson,
"Tho trmihlo nrjfk A t m i
said, "is that we allow our patriotism
tr, ni.ni.lml...
.w uTiri iiciicviice uui common sense.
Because our history tells us that in
COOK CONFESSES
DOU 81
No Man Can Demonstrate
He Had Been at the
North Pole
WILL RETURN NEXT MR
- a
Explorer Admits He Was Half
Crazy When He Made His
Alleged Discovery.
New York, Nov. 30. Dr. Fredericl
A. Cook, in an article which he pub-
lished in Hampton's magazine, con-
fesses that he does not know whether
he reached the north pole or not. Dr.
Cook who has been in hiding more
than a year, has informed the editors
of the magazine that he will return
to the X nited States with his wife and
children on December H in order to
spend Christmas here.
Admits He Was Half Mad.
Xew York. Nov. 30. Dr. Conk stiites
that it would be impossible for any
man to demonstrate beyond questionthat he has been at the north pole.He characterized the region as a re-
gion of insanity, where one cannot be-
lieve the evidence gathered by one's
own eyes. "Did I get to the north
pole?" he continues.
"Perhaps, I
made a mistake in thinkinsr I did Per
haps, I did uot make a mistake. After
mature thought, I confess I do not
know absolutely whether I roarhwi
the pole of not. This may come as
an amazing statement but I am will-
ing to startle the world if by so doingI can get an opportunity to present
my case not as a geographical discov
erer but as a man." Conk-- ripcim-o- s
that at the time he was convinced
himself that he had discovprprl . h
pole and was half mad. He spent two
years in his quest, during that time
enduring hunger and nrivatinn that ho
says would unbalance any mind.
Good Enough Story Teller.
New York, Nov. 30. Most of the
time during his exile Dr. f!nnk ).been in London. "I have been called
the greatest liar in the world the
most monumental impostor in hist-
ory," says Dr. Cook. "I believe that
in every undesirable way I stand the
unique object of such suspicion and
vituperation as have assailed few
men." With this realization. Dr.
Cook wrote his history and says that
to mm the honor of discovering the
worm Pole no longer means any
thing. He has been working on a
story since last August and according
to the editor of Hampton's Magazine,
his whole desire is to make the tieo- -
ple of the United States realize lust
what he went through during his
two and a half years in the Artie fast-
nesses and make them see what pro-
cesses of thinking or lack of think-
ing it was that led him to do the
thing which confirmed the aver
age man in his worst suspicions
against him'
When Silence Is Golden.
Washington, Nov, 30. Commander
E. Peary declined today to make any
comment on Dr. Cook's admission re-
garding the North Pole.
JAMES J. GALLAGHER IS
ARRAIGNED IN JERSEY CITY.
Charge on Account of Assault on May-
or Gaynor Held in Reserve By
Prosecutor. .
New York, Nov. 30. .Tames J. Galla-
gher, who shot Mayor Gaynor last
August, was arraigned before Judge
Blair in Jersey City on the charge of
atrocious assault with intent to kill
Street Commissioner
"Big Bill" Ed-
wards of New York, who was with
Mayor Gaynor at the time, and with
carrying concealed weapons. Galla
gher pleaded not guilty with certain
reservations and was taken back to
jail. It developed today that Prosecu-
tor Gai-va- n intended to keep in re-
serve the charge against Gallagher of
intent to kill Mayor Gaynor, as under
the New Jersey law, should the vic-
tim die within a year and day, the
charge of murder will lie against Gal
lagher.
BERNARDO REYES
WILL RETURN.
He is to Assume Reins of Govern-
ment in Few Months torral to
Go to Europe.
El Paso, Nov. 30. A special cor-
respondent of the Herald in Mexico
City writes that it is rumored there
that General Bernardo Reyes is to re-
called from Europe and made
of Mexico and allowed by
President Diaz to assume the reins
of government in a few months as he
believed such course to be satisfacto-
ry to the country. Vice President
Corral is very sick and is expected
to go to Europe soon for treatment
Finance Minister Limantour is ex-
pected to resign on his return from
Europe as he and Reyes are enemies.
WHITE SLAVE TRADER
WILL BE DEPORTED.
Leavenworth, Kan., Nov. 30. Im-
migration officers today took charge
of Benjamino Branca upon his re-
lease from the federal penitentiary
here. Branca is to be deporte. He
was convicted nearly three years ago
of violating the white slave laws and
sentenced to three years' imprison-
ment by the federal court at Pueblo,
Colorado. '
FOOL VOTERS
A. J. Balfour Will Catch
British and
PLAYS BOTH SIDES OF GAME
Will Let it to people to Decide
for Him His Views on
the Tariff.
London, ..iv 30. The acceptanre
case of tariff reform, has given the
campaign a new complexion, in an,
address last night, Mr. Balfour an-
nounced that in the event of a victory
at the approaching election, he will
be willing to submit the questions of
tariff reform to fne referendum. The
declaration was received with enthus-
iasm by the parly which thinks it will
win votes in the north where protec-
tion has not made the same headway
as elsewhere.
THIS ATTORNEY GEN
ERAL IS REAL MEAN.
ym"- Was!l ' Xov- - 3"- Women
of the state of Washington, 21 years
of af?e or over now have tIle rlgtto vote a11 general or special elec
tions. Governor M. E. Hay. having is.
sued late today his proclamation put-ti- n
in force the cnnHtltiitinnul
amendment adopted at the election
held November Sth. Complete
turns show that the suffrage amend- -
j eral has ruled that women who regis- -
$15,000 DISAPPEARS.
Pueblo, Nov. 30 Secret service
men have been in Pueblo for a few
days working on the mysterious dis-
appearance of a registered mail pouch
which is believed to have been stolen
here on the night of November 17
The bag is said to havA mntntnprt
abo,!t $13,000, but this denied by
notmocln. XT O.TT'li i -
'"iJ'e, who claimstnat none of the registered letters in
trace of the pouch has been found,
The baB should have gone out on a
Sant Po train fr,,. v, v,..
two or three days later.
NEW MEXICO STILL LEADS
IN POPULATION GAIN.
w.i,i( on , .
tion of Tennesse is 2,184.789, an in--
crea8e of 164.173 or SI twr rnnl-no- r
" """ulalIO OI Minnesota
-
i,"iu.uco, an increase or JZi.Ali or
r -
be
nil i t jj tij tuiouo juuutr jjuuih; iuua.y .
This an Increase of a 106,406 or 9 per
cent over 1,188,044 in 1900. The In- -
r,,D r ,
,c"":! lu WBB io,oo
crease was 67.6 per cent and leads
all the other states.
MAKING FARCE
OF JUSTICE
Nebraska Millionaires Select
Jail in Which They Will
Serve
TO DE LUXURIOUSLY EQUIPPED
Sentenced to One Year in Fede
ral Court for Fencing
Public Range.
Omaha, Nov. 30. V. G. Comstock,
Partley R. Richards, Charles Jamison
and Aquila Triplett, millionaire cat-
tlemen of Nebraska, convicted in fed-
eral court of fencing government
lands and sentenced to a year in the
county jail, after spending a month
visiting various county jails In the
state, departed last night for Hast
ings. There they will beeome Inma
tes of the Adams County Jail. With
them, they took a Japanese chef, who
will do their cooking. This week
they ordered expensive furniture and
carpets sent to Hastings jail as fur-
nishings of their cells. In addition
to a large library that has been sent
out they have subscribed for a num-
ber of daily papers and many maga-
zines. The windows of the cells will
be hung with expensive lace curtains.
the past we licked every nation withtne Pouch was of unusual value. No
whom we had differences, we have the '
idea that we are impregnable, and that
our national eonrnirp will rin oil
Compel Governor to Accede tc
Their Demands for
Higher Pay.
Macao, Island of Macao, China. Nov.
30. The Portuguese troops of the lo-
cal garrison and the crew of the Por-
tuguese gunboat Patria revolted last
night and took possession of the city.
They marched to Santa Clara cnvent
and ordered the nuns to leave the isl-
and. The nuns fled to Hong Kong
The rebels then marched to the gov
ernment house, forced an audience
with the governor and compelled him
to grant their demands, which were
the expulsion of the religious orders,
increased pay for the army and navy,
suppression of the newspaper Vida
Nova and the righting of other alleged
wrongs of soldiers and sailors.
Foreigners Safe.
Hong Kong, Nov. 30. Advices from
Macao say that foreigners are safe.
The Chinese shops are closed.
LIVELY TIMES IN
CONVENTION AT PHOENIX.
Democratic Solons Find it Difficult
to Get Together on Various
Propositions.
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 30. The first
proceeding after the prayer was the
introduction of a resolution by Dele-
gate Cooper of Pima to the effect that
whereas the convention had created
so many offices, be it resolved that
no member of the convention shall be
eligible to hold any office, in the state,
county or precinct within a period of
five years. The resolution was re-
ceived with signs of wild approval.
Mr. Cunningham, when the tumult
subsided, moved the adoption of the
resolution. In the general joy which
greeted thiB motion and amid the
hand clapping, the convention foreot
to take-- vote and the resolution was
subsequently referred to the commit-
tee on militia and defense or to the
committee on foreign relations.
The report of Chairman Wood of
the committee on finance and ac
counts showed the convention for last
week had cost $2,844.
Mr. Cunningham started somethingin the way of a recriminatory discus-
sion by asking why the annortion- -
ment proposition had not been re-
ported and it finally led up to a
statement by Chairman Cunniff of
the committee on style, revision and
compilation, who said that nearly all
the more important measures which
had finally reachedbis committee
had been put into proper shape and
would be reported to the convention
in the course of the afternoon or in
the morning. They had been arrang-
ed in the probable order in which
they would appear in the constitution.
He added that about half of the con-
stitution had been finished by his
committee. He was of the opinion
that the committee had made extra-
ordinary progress seeing 'that its time
had been consumed by sessions oi
the convention lasting from 9:30 in
the morning until 10 o'clock at
night. But by working on Sundays
and until long after midnight on
week day nights it had succeeded in
making headway.
,A.s a result of an alleged attempt
on the part of the irrigation commit
tee to disregard instructions, the con
stitutional convention was this after-
noon plunged into a long period of
turmoil.
The committee had been instructed
to draft only a provision validating
the present water rights and a meas-
ure similar to that already rejected
by the convention was reported in-
stead. As a result pandemonium
reigned for a time, during which
charges of bad faith were exchanged,
and Chairman Orme of the irrigation
committee spoke to the question ol
psrsonal privilege in response to the
cnarsje of Delegate Feeney that Mr.
Orme had been mode solicitous in be-
half of property rights than for those
of labor.
After the convention had reversed
itself several times, the committee
substitute was finally indefinitely
postponed, a committee of three being
appointed by President Hunt to draft
a proposition in accordance with the
prior instructions of the convention.
After the irrigation matter had been
disposed of, the convention took up
the revision committee's report on
the judiciary measure.
The declaration of rights on. final
passage was unamended. An attack
on the recall measure wil lprobably!
oe made tomorrow it consideration of
the ludiciary measure is completed.There were rumors current about the
convention hall today that the oppo-
sition making the recall applicable to
all elective officers. v,
LORIMER REPORT WILL BE
x READY IN FEBRUARY.
Washington, Nov. 30. The final re-
port of the Senate investigations into
the charges of Senator Lorimer of
Illinois that he was elected by cor-
rupt methods, will be ready by the
end of February, according to Senator
Burrows of the committee on privi-
leges and elections. .
Organ Mountain Sanitarium
Company Incorporated With
$100,000 Capital.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received $32.50 from Game War-
den. Thomas P. Gable and $2 from
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien. To-
day is the last day of the fiscal year
ad it was a very busy one both for
the territorial treasurer and also for
Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent.,
Extension of Time.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul-
livan today granted an extension of
time to the Ranchos Orchard and Land
Company of Denver in which to begin
work on their irrigation project in
Taos county. The company, however,
had to file a bond of $1,000 that it
will begin work by December 31, 1910,
and will have one-fift- h of it completed
by December 31, next year.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to-
day in the office of Territorial Secre
tary Nathan Jaffa by the Organ Moun-
tain Sanitarium Company of Cru-ces- .
Dona Ana county. The capitali-
zation $100,000 divided into 100
shares and the paid up capital is
$2,000. The incorporators and direc-
tors are: E. D. Sinks, Las Cruces, S
shares; R. C. Wilson of El Paso, 11
shares; and Mark B. Thompson of
Las Cruces, 1 share.
Notaries Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed the
following notaries: Ralph M. Parson
of Roswell, and James J. Rogers of
Des Moines, Union county.
Insurance Department Collections.
The insurance department has col-
lected during the past fiscal year end-
ing today the sum of $37,828.89 a sub-
stantial increase over the previous
year. The next year will bring con-
siderable over $40,000. The depart-
ment today paid to the territorial
treasurer for the month of November
$435.50.
Post Office Changes.
E. P. Seward has resigned as post-
master at Chico, Colfax county, and
has been succeeded by Asa M. Hallen- -
beck. A. J. Wilmeth, postmaster at
Taft, Guadalupe county, having died,
Sadie E. Wilson has been appointed
to succeed him. P. E. Montoya has
been removed as postmaster at Telles
Dona Ana county, and Lorenzo Telles
has been appointed to succeed him.
H. M. Sunday has resigned as post-
master at Mishawaka, San Miguel
county, and has been succeeded by
Elmer McElroy.
The postoffice at Manzano, Tor-
rance county, N. M. has been discon-
tinued.
Postmaster McCoy has resigned at
Mountainair, Torrance county and
will be succeeded by County School
Superintendent 'Charles L. Burt.
LOUIS GLASS JUDGMENT
IS REVERSED.
Had Been Convicted of Bribery in
Connection With San Francisco
Franchise Graft.
San Francisco, Nov. 30. The state
supreme court today reversed the
judgment of the trial court in the case
of Louis Glass, former vice president
and general manager of the Pacific
States Telephone Company, convicted
of having bribed Member Schmitz of
the board of supervisors. A new trial
was ordered.
STEEL TRADE
.
IS DEPRE E
Representatives of Leading
Manufacturers Hold Con-
ference Today
1 EPOCH MAKING CONVENTION
t Will Save Millions of Dollars
That Formerly Were
Waste.
Pittsburg, Nov. 30. The Carneg'.e
Steel Company yesterday saw the
first briquette made from ore dust at
their special plant. The briquette
will be converted into pig iron and
thus is solved the conservation of ore
dust that heretofore has been scat-
tered by the winds over many miles
of the Pittsburg district. The discov-
ery means the saving of millions ol
dollars on what heretofore has bean
accounted as waste.
Steel Trade Depressed.
New York, Nov. 30. Steel makers
representing- - the leading manufactur-
ing companies of the United States
met here today to discuss the depress-
ed condition of the steel trade and to
decide whether or not to maintain the
present schedule price." E. H. Gary,
' chairman of. the U. S. steel corpora-
tion, said that he is opposed to cut-
ting prices as conditions no worse
than in September.
..... .....
...j. - ....... uic caoi, uui,ties. We think that all we have to whether it reached the train is notdo is to stand. together,' and, should known. The disappearance was re-w-e
not be adequately armed, for the ported bv the mail flpnt rn tho(tPfaciAii Vii.nl ...0.v,, uUI1 a lew jtocKy mountain
iocks at me enemy."
Medical Inspection of Schools.
Washington, Nov. 30. Pnnils in mi
schools should be eradprl in haath
in tnetr progress therein as well us in
an other subjects in the opinion of
.
,vuuf cnleI or tneBureau of chemistry of the dena
of agriculture.
"Thp time soon will be here . ' hp
said "n-hp- vvv K1 over lauu- - 1 16 popuia- -
LL0, hea"h .w,,,.be of the state of Maryland is 1 294,-icit-'on every examinntnn .... ...
Appointed five times to the Su-
preme bench of New Mexico, Judge
John R. McFie deserves the appella-
tion of "Nestor of the New Mexicg
Bench." Of course, his services must
have been eminently satisfactory to
the appointing power as well as to
the people. As a fact, but few of his
decisions have been overruled by the
higher tribunals. He is essentially
a fair man and when one views the
immense amount of intricate and
important litigation that has passed
through his courts in these years, it
is to get a glimpse of the human dra-
ma that is enacted all around, but
of which so few have any compre-
hension, so that it la st.'i! true ,.as it
was of yore, that one half the world
does not know how the other half
lives.
Judge John R. McFie, is the kind
of man, whom Jacob Riis, classes as
a "Useful Citizen." He is one of
the few men in official position who
have been working in season and
out of season unselfishlly for the ad-
vancement of Santa Fe. Every move-
ment for the public good has had his
assistance. He has been most liberal
in contributing to the public welfare,
and it is not merely sympathy and en-
dorsement that are readily given. It
is true, because of a speech favoring
a dry community at the Capital In a
recent local option campaign that he
drew the fire of those who believed
otherwise, but it detracted none from
the esteem and respect in which he is
held in New Mexico.
Judge McFie is not only a veteran
on the bench. As a mere youth he
enlisted in the Union Army and was
DISASTERS Of!
JHE DEEP
Wild Gale Sweeps Biscayan
Coast and Wrecks
Vessel
THREE DROWNED ON HURON
Canadian Pacific Steamer Atha-
basca Collides With Tug
and Sinks It.
Corunna, Spain, Nov. 30. A wind
gale caused heavy damage to ship-
ping along the cost today. A coasting
vessel was capsized and sixteen per-
sons were drowned.
Michigan Tug is Sunk.
Sault Ste Marie, Mich Nov. 30.
Three of the crew of the tug General,
were drowned early today when the
tug was sunk in a collision with the
Canadian Pacific steamer Atabasca off
Lime island.
AMERICAN METHODISTS
I MAY GET TOGETHER.
Measures Looking to Unification of
Three Great Branches Are Taken
Up by Joint Committee.
Baltimore, Nov. 30. Measures look-
ing to the unification of the three
great branches of American Methd-ls-
will be considered at a meeting
here of 'the Joint committee on Fed-
eration, composed of delegates from
the Methodist Episcopal church. The
Methodist Episcopal church south,
and the Methodist Protestant church.
The sessions begin today. -
with Sherman on his march to the
sea. He has been a standby of Carle-to- n
Post, Grand Army of the Repu- -
I blic, as well as of the New Mexico
Department of that noble order. He
is also a legislative veteran, who in
the Illinois legislature, before it re
ceived the unsavory reputation it
i bears toay, seconded the nomination
i of General A. Logan for the United
States Senate, and Juring the session
j following, voted for Senator Shelby
M. Cullom, who to this day is Judge
McFie's sincere admirer and friend.
Forty years ago, Judge McFie was ad
mitted to the Bar and practiced both
in Illinois and in New Mexico. In
1X84,' he was appointed register of the
Federal Land Office at Las Cruces,
and has held other posts of honor
and duty.
Judge McFie is president of the
New Mexico Archaeological Society,
and as such, was instrumental in
having established here the School of
American Archaeology and the New
Mexico Museum, of which he is a di-
rector. It is along lines of that kind
that he has helped much to advance
Santa Fe materially, and for which
he deserves the enconiums of every
grateful citizen. Judge McFie owns
his own home here and has reared an
interesting family. Jile is a leading
member of the Presbyterian church
an ' of the Board of Trade and is al-
ways at the conimand of the public
in any worthy movement for progress.
If Santa Fe had but several score of
citizens of Judge McFie's type, it
would not be lagging in the proces-
sion of New Mexico municipalities.
CHA BLEW
IN SSLOOOL 000
Jem Mace Who Held Heavy
' Weight Belt Ten Years
Is Dead
ENDED IN ABJECT POVERTY
He Succeeded Tom Sayers in
1 860 and Defeated Tom
King in 43 Rounds.
London, Nov. 30. "Jem" Mace, the
hero of many hard-foug- contests in
the prize ring, and at one time the
heavy weight champion, died at Har-
row on the Tyne of old age today.
He was 79 years old. Mace at one
time was worth more than a million
dollars but in recent years had been
dependent on friends. Mace suc-
ceeded to the championship ill 1860.
when Tom Sayers retired. He de-
feated Tom King for the title in 1862
after 43 rounds bare knuckles, and
for the next ten years was invincible.
CUT OF $14,000,000 IN
ESTIMATED EXPENSES.
President Taft Will Hold Down Cabi-
net Officers to Strictest Economy
in Their Departments.
Washington, Nov. 30. A cut of
fourteen million dollars in the esti-
mate for the running expenses of the
government during the next fiscal
year was reported to President Taft
today as the result of his ultimatum
to various heads of departments at
a cabinet conference yesterday.
along with progress in other lines.
"Every school will have its doctor
or enrna nf ilnnin.. .i . .. j
rectors. wk a .
.
'"" uiemseives
entirely to heinine thp nimHi ,i- -1
their care to advance toward the goal
oi perieci mannood and womanhood."
Oliff Dwellers' Park in Colorado.
Washington, Nov. 30. The annual
report of Hans M. Randolnh ,mp
intendent of Mesa Verd w.t.Vr,i
park, in the extreme southwestern
part of Colorado, was made nnhliV .
day by the secretary of the interior, j
superintendent Randolph makes
the following recommendations:
On the completion of the tono-- '
graphical map being made of the i
park by the United States eeoloeical
survey, I recommend that all the j
mneis or the five-mil- e strip, lying to
the north and west of the boundaries
of the government lands aa then es-- ;
tablished by said survey, be released
from the Jurisdiction of ' the park,
since this area contains nn niina nt
importance, and geographically is no j
essential part of the park. I also re
commend that that portion of the five
mile strip lying east of Mnncnn
be permanently attached to the Dark
and incorporated In It
"Their land within tbe strin is of
almost no value to them, but is of
incalculable value to the park, since
it contains the most important ruins
in the Mesa Verde district The
tract proposed for exchange in the
'Ute mountain district' contains no
merchantable timber, and is isolated
from the remainder of the forest so
that it might well be turned over to
the Utes for grazing land."
Regarding the Question of roads.
Superintendent Randolph has this to
suggest:
"The most pressing need is the
construction ol a carriage road that
will make the. most important ruins
of the park, accessible to travelers
and simplify the transportation of
(Continues on Page Eight)
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has turned some beautiful ornaments
cut from Mrs. Caldwell's quarries.
Established 1856. Incorporated 1903ORDER faOW
OR CITY TOPICS
HAVE YOU SFEN THOSE
Denver, Colo.. Nov. 30.
The forecast is fair weather to-
night and Thursday with sta-
tionary temperature.
LADIES TAILORED WAISTS
HOLSE DRESSES & KIM0NAS
HTHMKSGIVIfiGTurkey
DRESSED Oil ALIVE.
CHICKENS Fries Broilers Stews
FRESH EDIBLES OF ALL KINDS
EVERYTHING FOR MINCE MEAT, FRUITCAKE, etc.
For Dyspepsia
You Risk Nothing by Trying
This Remedy
We want every one troubled with
indigestion and dyspepsia to come to
our store and obtain a box of Rexall
Dyspepsia Tablets. They contain
Bismuth-Subnitrat- e and Pepsin pre-
pared by a process which develops
their greatest power to overcome di-
gestive disturbance.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are very
pleasant to take. They soothe the ir-
ritable, weak stomach, strengthen ai.
invigorate the digestive organs, re-
lieve nausea and indigestion, promote
nutrition and bring about a feeling of
comfort.
If you give Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
a reasonable trial we will return your
money if you are not satisfied with the
result. Three sizes, 25 cents, 50
cents and $1.00. Remember you can
obtain Rexall Remedies only at the
Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug Co.
CATARRH
A SPECIFIC BLOOD IMPURITY
Catarrh is a deep-seate- d blood dis-
ease, one which no amount of local
treatment will ever permanently cure.The .beneficial effects of washes,
spra3s, inhalations, etc., are only
temporary, and when left off the old
condition returns, because the blood
is infected with catarrhal matter and
impurities. This impure condition
of the circulation irritates and in-
flames the delicate mucous mem-
branes and tissues and produces the
well known symptoms of ringing
noises in the head and ears, mucus in
the throat, headaches, watery eyes,
partial deafness, sore throat, general
impairment of health, etc. This con-
dition will remain, growing worse as
long as the catarrhal matter is al-
lowed to remain in the blood. Being
a specific blood impurity, there is only
one way to cure Catarrh, and that is
to purify the blood. Nothing equalsS. S. S. for this purpose. It attacks
the disease at its head in the circu-
lation and by thoroughly renovating
EVERY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR.
WE ARE Al SO SHOWING A FINE LINE,
OF HEADY TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MISSES AND CIIIIDSEN'S COATS
Winter Grocery Co.
f Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Must Give up Gigarets The Santa
Fe Railroad has begun discharging
employes who smoke cigarets or who
indulge in intoxicants.
Pals of the Range is a western dra-
matic film of unusual excellence. It'c
at the Elks' tonight.
Still Making Pictures Manager
Beale and his company of western
actors and actresses are still here
making moving pictures for the Amer-
ican Film Manufacturing Company of
Chicago. The tourist in the city
therefore has an opportunity of see-
ing other gay costumes than those of
the Tesuque Indians, for Mr. Beal's
company wears some splendid cow-
boy and cattle quee nregalia.
Burros of Wood With the cold
snap in full sway the visitors to Santa
Fe are grateful for the views of bur
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH ;ALL'S CASH PURCHASES THE DAILY ROUND UP. ine diocri and
cleansing it of all
impure mattei,
makes a perma-
nent and lasting
cure of the dis-
ease. For forty
years S. S. S. has
been recognized
as the best blnod
WE TAKE MEASURES FOR
LADIES SUITS
And Guarantee a Fit.
SELIGMAIN BROS CO.purifier, and the thousands of cases of
A NEW LINE OF
Genuine Ebony Goods
MILITARY BRUSHES, MANICURE SETS etc.
ros, whole dozens of them, coming to
the city laden with wood which must
be burned to keep many Santa Feans
warm and to provide fuel in the
stoves. The burros this morning were
seen walKing si xand seven abreast
and it was a sight to make even the
world season globe trotter "stop, look
and listen."
Working on Macadam Road Work-
men are busily engaged in putting
Montezuma avenue in fit condition and
uaiarrn u nas curea ts proof that it isthe very medicine needed by those
who su tier with this trouble. Book on
Catarrrh and any medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.
P. O. Box 219 Phone 39
SEE OUR
j the public will be glad when the thor- -
oughfare is agai nopen. Marshal Sena
has collected a good sum from the
THE OLD TOWN.
I think about the dear old home
Of boyhood years;
Anu with my recollections come
Unbidden tears.
I think about the public square
When in its prime,
The hogs were always rooting there
In Summer time.
I think about the village school
Where birches grew,
I think about the swimming pool
We fellows knew.
I think about the County pike
The family shack,
And then I think I'd rather like
'J o wander back.
But all in vain I call to mind
My vague regrets,
I can't go back, I left behind
Too many debts.
Elma in The Elmira Advertiser.
Tramps are Multiplying Eight
tramps apply at the Albuquerque jail
night before last, for sleeping quart-
ers.
Damage Suit Settled The damage
suit of Francis B. Wolfe against the
Santa Fe Railroad was settled at
Albuquerque, judgment for $250 being
rendered by consent. The plaintiff
TOOLS OF ALL KINDS.
PJetor Circulating Coffee Percolaters
CHAFING DISHES TABLE KETTLES
These machines are fitted with Acolite Burners,
and there is nothing more useful in the home;
adapted to uses inumerable.
12401250.
Silver 55.
New York, Nov. 30. Call money
22 2 per cent.
Prime mercantile paper 5 2 6
per cent.
Mexican dollars 46.
Amalgamated 65 sugar 155 1--
Atchison 100 Great Northern pfd
121 New York Central 111; North
ern Pacific 114 Reading 147
Southern Pacifls 114 Union Pa-
cific 174 Steel 76 1-- Steel pfd
117.
GRAIN. PORK, LApn A NO OlRS
Chicago, Nov. 30. Wheat Dec. 90
May 96
Corn Dec. 44 1-- May 47 8
citizens of Santa Fe, the poll tax of
$3 per person, a tax of $3 extra per
bicycle and the sum of $4.50 for every
horse owned making up the purse that
is needed to defray the expense of
building this firstclass thoroughfare.
..Frome 30 to 53 Degrees That was
the range in temperature yesterday
making a mean temperature of 42 de-
grees. The relative humidity at 6
a. m. was 52 per cent; at 6 p. m. it
was 57 per cent, making the average
for t,he day of 55 per cent. The low-
est temperature las,t night was 25 de-
grees which was the temperature at
6 o'clock this morning. The day was
warm and pleasant yesterday, the
mean temperature of 42 degrees being
I S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
31 May 34
173032 MaylG55.
977 May 9621-2- .
920; May 909.
Oats Dec.
Pork Jan.
Lard Jan.
Ribs Jan.
8 degrees above the normal.
STATEHOOD.
eeTOYS AND DOLLSe
alleged that goous shiped from El
Paso to Albuquerque had been dam-
aged in transit.
Navarette Held for Murder Come-H- o
Navarette has been held at Albu-
querque for the murder of Pablo Pe-re-
Three others, Pablo Diaz, An-
dres Madril and Guillermo Atencio
had a hearing yesterday afternoon in
Back With a New Limb Herman
Zinsser, whose right leg was amputat-
ed three months ago ia this city as
the result of an accident at the Cash
Entry Mine southern Santa Fe coun-
ty, arrived from Denver yesterday
smilling with happiness and wearing
his new artificial limb which was put
WOOL MARKET
St. Louis, Nov. 30. Wool unchang-
ed; Territory and western mediums
22231-2- ; fine mediums 2021; fine
1213.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Nov. 30. Cattle Receipts
25,000. Market steady to shade off.
Beeves $4.505.70; Texas steers $4.20
connection with the killine- nf Verea.
on him by one of the be8t artificialbeing charged with assault with intent
to itiui nmDs nouses ot Denver, wis stay in
FOR XMAS. AT
FRANK F. GORMLEY'S
GENER4L STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.
5.40; western steers $4.256.50;
stockers and feeders $3.305.6O; cowsj the City of the Plains lasted aboutla month and greatly enjoyed himselfPleaded Guilty of ManslaughtiCandelario Ortiz pleaded guilty to during his visit there.
manslaughter in district court at Las
Vegas for having killed Andres Gar
NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO. YOU MUST HAVE TOOLS TO
CARRY ON YOUR WORK.
WE HAVE TOOLS OF ALL KINDS; FOR FARMERS, CARPEN-
TERS, BLACKSMITHS, GARDENERS FOR EVERYBODY.
OUR LINE OF HARDWARE IS UP TO DATE. OUR 8TUFF WILL
WEAR.
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE OUR PRICES ARE LOW, COME IN
AND SEE.
Get In Early and see Billy's Sister
it is rich. It's at the Elks' tonight.
Prices 10 and J5 cent.
cia eighteen years ago near Romero-ville- .
Ortiz, it was alleged, killed
Saw Fine Horses at Springs JuliusGarcia to secure three sacks of wool
which he sold for the coin necessary j Gerdes who returned from Excelsior
Springs says that it was astonishing
Kit's Hardware WgS We have it. "on.
and heifers $2.206.30; calves $79.
Hogs Receipts 32,000. Market
five to ten lower. Light $6.707.12-1-2- ;
mixed $6.807.20; heavy $6.75
7.20; rough $6.756.90; good to choice
heavy $6.907.20; pigs $6.306.90;
bulk $6.957.15.
'Sheep Receipts 30,000. Market
strong. Native $2.254.30; western
$2.754.25; yearlings $4.205.25;
lambs native $4.256.70; western
$4.506.65.
Kansas City, Nov. 30. Cattle Re-
ceipts 4,000, including 300 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $4b;
southern steers $4 5.50; southern
cows $2.754.50; native cows and
heifers $2.75(5.75; stockers and feed
to buy a wedding ouffit for his bride.
Marriage Licenses Issued Mar-
riage licenses were granted at Las
Vegas to Margarita Ulibarri, aged
18, and Warren Hewett, aged 22, both
of Las Vegas; Isidorita Manzanares,
aged 22, and Victor Gallegos, aged 17,
both of Puertecito; Braulia Tapia,
to see the number of splendid saddle
and carriage horses there. The auto-
mobile with all its breeze making dis-
tance annihilating capacity has not
outshone king horse and the rich vis-
itors pride themselves on possessing
some splendid animals. Mr. Gerdes WHOLESALEAh D RETAIL
MULLIGAN & RISING
Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
had rather an exciting time at the
aged 17, and Benito Romero, aged 20, j sprmgS for the hotel at which he wasboth of Casa Colorada; and Ferminia i stopping burned down and after he Screened RATONYANKEECERRILLOSArguillo, aged 16 and Victoriano Mar Lumpgot out of the blazing building he felland broke his wrist.
Stewart Van Vliet Out Again
tinez, both of Canon Largo.
Worked Slot Machines With Bogus
Nickels Charles Schmidt was taken
to Raton from Springer under custody
Stewart Van Vliet is out again after
i
?!
$i
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.daIhonieght 130
RED lOE PALAOB,(AVE a siege of sickness at the sanitarium.to answer to the charge of having) Mr Van VUet hag been migsed from
ers $3.755.40; bulls $4.255.50;
calves $48.25; western steers $4'
5.60; western cows $2.754.75.
Hogs Receipts 10,000. Market
five to ten lower. Bulk $77.10;
heavy $7.057.10; packers and butch-
ers $77.10; light $6.957.05.
Sheep Receipts 6,000. Market
strong. Muttons $3.754.40; lambs
$56.50; fed wethers and yearlings
PICTURE FR AitiiftG TASTEFULLY ANO SATISFACTORILY DONE.
passed bogus nickels with which he
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.
Telephone 85
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85
l
$3.755.25; fed western ewes $34.
played the slot machines. Over 200 of
these spurious coins were found lodg-
ed in several of the machines which
he had visited during his stay in Ra-
ton. On one side of the bogus coin
was a fair representation of the real
coin, and on the reverse side was
printed the words "good for five cents
in trade."
the younger social set for some weeks,
he was taken ill while making a trip
to the Pecos forest but he had not
been in the best of health ever since
his severe trip with Mr. Baird of the
forestry service to Farmington, San
Juan county. On this trip Mr. Van
Vliet underwent great hardships, the
supply of food and water giving out
and he drank some alkali water which
made him ill.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.Wholesale PAZO OIKTMKNT Is euarnntoed to cure
any cHse of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pro- -
Shawgos Parisian Cleaning and Dye forks
CLEAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED NEW MANAGEMEN-T-
EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- -
f Gentlemen's Hats Made New.
trumnir Files in 6 to I4uays or money re-funded. 60e.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
POTATOES and
SALT. the
New Mexican ot this data
&
Retail
MARKET REPORT KERR'S1890. 0. 0. SHAWGO, PropietorPhoneRed 132Dr. I. Aronson is at the Palace.
Steve Arnold is in town today en
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Nov. 30. Lead quiet
445455.
Standard copper steady spot & Dec.
Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
route from Glorieta to Cerrillos.
Judge Thornton left last night for
Louisville, Ky., on mining business.
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
For i9 yearr the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
F. W. Clancy, Esq., left this afterTHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAINHOGSE IN SANTA FE- -
noon for Albuquerque, on legal Beware of Ointments for Catarrh thatContain Mercury. LIVERYHon. A. Staab has returned from a as mercury will surely destroy thesense of smell and completely derangePHONEBLACK 45 LEO HERSCH 58145 business trip to the southern part of the whole system when entering ItNew Mexico. through the mucous surfaces. SuchS. B. Shelby of Clarksonville, Tenn., articles should never be used excepthas taken a clerical position at the other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all theon prescriptions from reputable phy
sicians, as the damage they will do
is ten fold to the good you can pos
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses
Call up 'Phone 9
When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Palace.
Sheriff A. M. Storey of Sierra, ar-
rived from the south today on busi-
ness with the sheriff.
Hon. W. D. Kistler of Las Vegas,
business manager of the Optic, and
well known as one of San Miguel's
FOR LADIES- - FOR MEN
Comb, Brush & Mirror Sets
in Sterling & Plated Wear
Military Brushes and Everything
for the Toilet Table
sibly derive from them. Hall's Ca-
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, act-
ing directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system. In buy-
ing Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you
get the genuine. It Is taken internal-
ly and made In Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
legislative representatives two years RATES RIGHT.ago, died suddenly In Las Vegas.
The Roswell Dramatic Club Is mak
A NEW LINE OF
ENAMELED BUCKLES, BROOCHES, JABOT PINS,
BELT PINS, ETC.,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yoar
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONB RED 122.
ing efforts to present the thrilling CHAS. CLOSSONSan Francisco 8treet, HB C. Y0NTZ 8anta Fe N- - M- - drama "A Soldier of Fortune."Judge J. W. Cooper of Burro moun345 In fiisptr KvmhSold by all druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.tain, is an artist in stone carving and
I
IKI rk yiarkgyr4A4&4ini4l4& The man who does the weighing, the measuring-t- he man who knows how and
HU XU II K3LlflO ffl B B IN H Y 1 why-th- e one whom everything depends-lOu- r responsibility, is never lost sight of
II - " tor a moment in hlhng prescriptions, hvery prescription leaving our store isfaultlessf rom any standpoint that you may take. You may feel safe and sure if we fill your prescriptions.
K'S PI i ! vac 213 5
Vntviu,,!.-..- . raan
"" M'iiiiili..iiiiiMiiM---n..-.r- .
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1910. JTIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. II PAGE THREQ
rfAPPY RESULTS.
"S. F. N. M. 1130"
(A friend may crc to use the lower couponHIE PRESS AND THE CONSTITUTIONTeh aid you have extended in this
Have Made Many Santa Fe Residents
Enthusiastic.
WILLIAMSON
HAFFNERCD
BNGRAVBRJ-rRINT- W
Stguiturr.
Sfd books to.
TO MI HAItPHSt a BROTHE RS
Franklin Square. New York Cityho
No wonder scores of Santa Fe citi-
zens grow enthusiastic. It is enough
to make anyone happy to find relief
after years of suffering. Public state-
ments like the following are but
truthful representations of the daily
work 1on in Santa Fe by Doan's
Kidney Pills.
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St..
Stant Fe, N. M., says: "Two and a
half years ago I gave a statement for
publication in regard to my experi-
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. To
The proposed state constitution is
now before the people of Xew Mexi-
co for their adoption or rejection. On
the final vote on the adoption of the
constitution by the convention, no
Republican voted in the negative and
a large percentage of the most in-
fluential Democrats in the territory
voted in the affirmative. It is but
reasonable to assume that the action
of the delegates was a strong indica-
tion of what the action of their con-
stituents will be, so that the way for
the adoption of the constitution by
popular vote seems clear. Socorro
Hnie er..'! rr.' for T,-.:- :.r f'f. a v ,f M KU IH MN'S
WOKk v Author
DBNVER COIQ
day on.-- U 'h ,f
day I am stronger in my praise of
:ll rrr t t.mthis remedy than ever. I suffered
greatly from disordered kidneys, the
f i I p r ; - -
any way contrary to the wishes of the
people of the territory. What the peo-
ple of the sister territory want is em-
bodied in the constitution, and what
they do not want is left out.
The result in New Mexico must be
somewhat confusing to certain east-
ern critics who have assumed to know
all about the political situation in
both territories. What New Mexico
lias done, Arizona was expected to do,
and what Arizona has done so far, or
failed, to do, was freely predicted as
the course in New Mexico.
In view of all this the gyrations at
Phoenix are not calculated to sweeten
the temper of the Arizona voters.
Douglas International (Democratic).
Mr. Jasper Williams of the immigra-
tion Service, a free bolder of the
Siate of New Mexico, recently return-
ed after having spent his vacation in
an extended trip to various points in
New Mexico. His many friends here
are glad to have him back in their
midst. Mr. Williams is very much im-
pressed with existing conditions in
New Mexico, and Is loud in his praise
of its future possibilities. He says:
"New Mexico is given of health, pros-
perity and fair play; the place where
honest, industrious and thrifty young
pains in my back being so acute at
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what it was
to be free from an ache or pain of
some kind. Soon after I began using TWAIN
Chieftain.
The Democratic delegates who on
the last night voted against the con-
stitution, say that they reserved the
right to vote in its favor at the polls.
Some who voted against it have stat-
ed publicly that they intend to work
for its adoption hy the people. One
particularly radical member of the
minority said that he had to vote
against the constitution then because
his constituents expected him to, but
that after adjournment of the conven-- .
tion he coud vote aa he pleased and
that he proposed to vote for the
adoption of the constitution. In view
of this, it is logical and reasonable
to presume that the constitution will
have the support of all loyal Repub
Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and
aches disappeared and niy back be-
came strong."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
' t
A NEW EDITION
TO AND FROM HOSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile AT PRICEmen with limited means, can come in-to possession of some of this world'sgoods. Especially, he says, is this 72
We have received the first shipment
of Ball Bearing Buggies with which
we expect to stock our barn eventual-
ly. These are very high class rigs,
eauipped with lights fulfilling the city
ordinance.
Give them a trial if you wish to
find a marvellously light running
vehicle!
WILLIAMS I MM
S10 San Francisco 8t. 'Phone 139 Red.
tine at Vaughn tor Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Res-we- ll
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roe-we- ll
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
true of the little city of Las (,'nices.
down by the Rockies; the metropolis
of Mesilia valley. Practically all of
the land to be irrigated in New Mexi-
co, by the Elephant Butte dam lies
in this valley. The Elephant Butte
NOW for the first time you get a complete set of all Mark Twain's writing at
i , i. , , . ....fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
.fore.just exactly one-na- n me price they Have ever been vol a
at
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
new edition, just as complete as the old one, which still -dam is now under way of construction lis, bv the wav.
at: a cost of $8,000,000. This is said to
lie the largest irrigation project that
has ever been undertaken by the re-
clamation service of the United States.
Las Cruces is the home of a number
of well known men in the circles of
state and national life. Among this
number are Major Llewellyn, a strong
advocate of the Roosevelt ian princi
$u.(JU. I his new edition is only $23.00 for the 25 volumes.
It had been Mark Twain's ambition to have his books In everyAmerican home, and he made a great personal sacrifice to bring aboutthis remarkable opportunity-f- or the first time in the history of publish-ing copyrighted books are sold at the price of non-cooyrigfct- ed books --the chance will not come again.
licans and of every fair minded Dem-
ocrat." Las Cruc.es Citizen.
Are For It.
Mora county is one of the first to be
heard from regarding the sentiment
of the people towards the constitution
framed for the new state, J. Gordon
Smith, who was here yesterday from
Vvagon Mound, and who is well posted
on conditions in his county, being edi-
tor of the I'antagraph published in the
town which has county seat aspira-
tions, says the Republicans and Dem-
ocrats in Mora county will go hand in
hand to the polls on January 21 and
cast their ballots for the adoption of
the constitution.
"The people of Mora county believe
statehood is the paramount question
in New Mexico and will bury their po
litical differences until that right is
acquired," said Mr. Smith, "but after
that watch out for some mighty hot
party rivalry." Las Vegas Optic.
What shall be said of the conduct
of those who are now threatening to
oppose the constitution because it
does not provide for their beloved ini-
tiative and referendum? They evi-
dently lack the sublime faith they
profess to have in the measures they
cherish so fondly. How so? Because
they, less than half the voters of the
territory, asked that those measures
Never before
-- ued at such a
But for Mark Twain's action this would have been impossible,
has a copyrighted library set of a standard author's works been -low
figure.
His Complete Works
25 Beautiful Volumes
Rife if?. fv'y
fi i . ' I
k -'- , 1 - "
-- a- r - f ,
New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War .Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing youiifl
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opon air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ct an elevation of ?,700
icet aboe sea level, sunshliie everv day. but
ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and instructors, all gradu-
ates from staLdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REOENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
8, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Plnlay
For particulars ni .Illustrated r&talogue
address.
COL. JA8. W. WILL80N.
ples, and the Hon. Isidor Armijo, the
plumed knight of the constitutional
convention in session at Santa Fe; a
champion of fair play and 'the square
deal" to all men regardless of race or
color. Generally the people of Las
Unices are all that the highest type ot
citizenship implies. While in Las
Cruces he was the guest in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. E. Douglass Williams
well-know- n and respected citizens of
that place. E. Douglass Williams, yet
a young man, went to Las Unices It
years ago in poor health and only $;jn
as an asset; today he has splendid
health and acquired holdings to the
amount of more than seventeen thou-
sand dollars. He says; "I am confi-
dent now that the great man who said
many years ago, 'Young man go west
and get wealth,' said more than he
thought he was saying; it is perti-
nent and but a part of wisdom that
every thinking young man think on
these bringB, ere it .is too late." The
Western Star, Houston, Texas.
Avoids Blunders of Oklahoma.
Obeying the warning issued by the
Republican Congress, the people of
New Mexico have just, finished fram-
ing a state constitution which avoids
the blunders committed by the Okla-homan- s
when doing a like work a
few years ago. They avoided all
1'reak propositions and restricted
themselves to the shaping of a gen-
eral outline of broad nrincinlpK rf
1. THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. I.)
2. THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. 11.)
3. A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. I.)
4. A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. II.)
5. FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. I.)
6. FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. II.)
7. ROUGHING IT (Vol. I.)
8. ROUGHING IT (Vol II.)
9. LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI
10. THE GILDED AGE (Vol. I.)
11. THE GILDED AGE (Vol. II.)
12. THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
13. HUCKLEBERRY FINN
14. PUDD'NHEAI.) WILSON
15. THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
16. A CONNECTICUT YANKEE, ETC.
17. JOAN OF ARC .Vol. I.)
18. JOAN OF ARC iYi. II.)
13. SKETCHES NEW AND OLD
20. TOM SAWY1.R ABROAD. ETC.
21. AMERICAN CLAIMANT. ETC.
22. LITERARY ESSAYS
23. MY DEBUT AS A LITERARY PERSON
24. THE $30,000 BEQUEST, ETC.
25. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
be incorporated into the fundamental
law of the proposed state, which was
a practical application of the initia-
tive, wasn't it? Also, because they
indirectly submitted the endorsementSuperintendent.
of those measures to a popular vote
at the close of the campaign for the
election of delegates to the constitu
RIDE IN THE MOON
government, leaving the legislature a
tree hand to deal with specific ques-
tions as they arise. In this respect
they were guided by the practice of
the men who met in Philadelphia a
century and a quarter ago to frame30 H. P. $1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
SNTA Ffi GARAGE alace Ave.
""THIS complete set of all the great humorist's works breathes his spirit -- the
spirit of eternal youth they are new books: to ow n them is always to have
new books, a fountain of youth. They never age, because humor, kindliness,
and truth never grow old. Mark Twain himself wrote a preface to this edition.
Brander Matthews has written the biographical criticism of .Mark Twain and his
work. There are portraits of the author from photographs and paintings taken
at periods when the different books were in process of writing. This edition
includes his later collected writings, such as " Eve's Diarv," etc., etc.
tional convention, and that was a
practical application of the referen-- i
um, wasn't it? And yet the most en-
thusiastic advocates of those msas
urea are least satisfied with the re-
sult of what may farily be considered
a test application of them. Verily,
there is "something rotten in the
state of Denmark." Socorro Chief-
tain.
Mr. Stover's Achievement.
Among the good things accomplish-
ed by Delegate E. S. Stover of Berna-
lillo county in the constitutional con-
vention, one of the very best and
most praiseworthy is the clause
which provides that earnings of con-
victs be applied to the support of
their dependent families.
It is a humanitarian provision that
will be approved by every citizen
The punishment of a Dread winner
for his crimes should not be left to
fall indirectly upon his destitute wife
and children. There is nothing which
will do more to reform a convict than
steady employment. Satan will find
work for idle hands to do much more
readily in the confinement of prison
walls than elsewhere, and if there
is nothing ready to hand, the unem-
ployed mind becomes diseased, so
that the convict leaves his cell a
worse man than when he entered It.
When there is the added stimulus
that the prisoner knows he is still of
some use in the world In providing
support for his family, the imprison-
ment system will accomplish some-
thing beside embittering and degrad-
ing the convict.
In securing the insertion of this
little clause. Governor Stover has
done himself credit and his work
will meet with the warm approval of
the people. Your convict is still a
human being and a brother and
should be treated as such, even if,
for the good of society, he must be
the great charter under which the
American people have lived ever
since, and which has needed only a
few alterations to make it meet all
the crisis which have come up dur
ing the life of a rapidly growing and
vast nation.
New Mexico's constitutional con-
vention met in Santa Fe on October
3 and completed its labors and ad-
journed on November 21. The con
stitution will be submitted to the peo-
ple of the Territory in the latter part
of January. If it is ratified, as it
probably will be, it will be handed
over to Congress for examination, and
if it meets favor there the President
will say this in a proclamation, and
then it will choose state and national
officers and be ready for representa-
tion in Congress when the new ses-
sion opens on the first Monday of
December, 1911. Its people believe
that these formations can be gone
through with early enough to permit
it to place the forty-sevent- h star on
the flag by July 4th next. The coun
Brander Matthews says: "Mark Twain will be includi-- in that group of writers headed
by Moliere and Cervantes. With the exception of Count Tolstoi. Twain was the greatest of
recent modern writers and will be handed down to posterity through the trio of his works
New and Complete Line 'of Dress Goods
DRESS SILK, TRIMMINGS, etc
TAILOR MADE SUITS 4
EVERYTHING IN WEARING APPAREL
FOR HER AND FOR HIM.v
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO
'Huckleberry Finn.' 'Tom Sawyer,' and ' Pudd'nhead Wilson.' Twain is a greater stvlist
than Stevenson or Thoieau, and his 'Man that Corrupted Hadievburg ' is one of the
finest works in English literature."
HARPER &try would be glad to see this aspira
"THERE are beautiful pictures by such artists as Brown, Frost,
Newell, Beard, Dielman, Smedley, Thulstrup, Clinedinst,
Mora, Weldon, Kemble, Gilbert, Du Mond, Merrill, Opper. '
tion gratified.
It must be remembered that in this
important business of charter making
BROTHERS
Franklin Square
New York City
Plf.nse send me for
examination, carriaee
New Mexico began sanely. Among
the several score men who were
chosen to the constitutional conven
THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly Improved, 860.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These areideal homes ready for you.
Dry Farming La ads, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
segregated for a term. Albuquerque tion all activities were represented. free, a set of MARK
TWAIN'S WORKS.The Republicans were largely in the
""THE binding is in rich red rep silk book cloth with
title labels stamped in gold. The books are
printed on white antiuue wove rwnpr iwiallv r
Morning Journal.
Any further proceedings of the con
majority. In this respect it made a Author' National Edition,
twenty - five volumes, clothvery wide and creditable departurefrom the Oklahoma example. Unlike made for this edition. Each volume is of binding. It is understood mav
retain the set for five davs. and at
stitutional convention will not be
worth paying telegraph toll for. Af-
ter the radical and socialistic recall
the assemblage at Guthrie in 1906,
there were no freaks and faddists size and bulk, xfz inches.
BA.NOHK3.
LARGE
AND
SMALL'
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- - RANOHKS
eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- - LAROBprises, needing capital. Moneyed men are ANDInvited to correspond with us. : : ; SMALL
the expiration of that time, if I do
not care for the hooks, I will return
them at your expense. If I keep the
it. matters not what other provisions emong the Santa Fe charter makers.
Every man among them took his taskIF YOU NEE0 ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU, go Into the constitution. Taft will
not approve such a socialistic junk seriously. He was chosen to assist in books, I will remit $2.00 a month until
the full price, $25 00, has been paid, or,
within thirty days, as payment in full.
making a set. of general regulations HARPER Si BROTHERSunaer which his community could
live advantageously and develop its
resources. For many years New Mex Franklin Square, New York City Signature . .
Send books to.
EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD (A friend may care to dh the upper coupon)
"S. F. X. M. 11 30"
Lumber and all kinds
of building material
Lump, nut and
mine run coal
heap and we are surprised to see the
majority going blindly against the
statehood rocks.
It is doubtless with mingled feel-
ings that the people of Arizona con-
template the harmonious situation in
the New Mexico constitutional con-
vention. Their constitution Is pract-
ically finished, and is so satisfactory
to all interests that there will be no
minority report. Party lines were
not harshly defined and the Dem-
ocrats are quoted as, perfectly ylea-se- d
with the work of the majority.
The New Mexican convention has
proceeded with an eye single to ob-
taining statehood, and the reward will
be statehood before the fourth of next
March.'
Nor can it be charged that the New
Mexico convention has proceeded in
"JOHNNY" EVERS WILL
CTICK TO NATIONALS.
ico has sent Republican delegates to
Congress. There is a fair probability
that it will remain with the Repub-
lican party, and thus furnish a valu-
able advertisement for1 itself, which
will attract settlers and capital. It
grew to the extent of 67 per cent in
the past ten years, a record which is
beaten by Oklahoma only of the
states thus far reported, and It is not
likely to be exceeded by any states
yet to hear from. In the work of
state-makin- g the people of New Mex-
ico have started out In a very credit-
able way. St. Louis Globe-Democr-
"The Arizona constitution will be
one ofthe briefest of the state consti- -
tntions in existence, and that is owing
to the fact that it is a modern Dem-
ocratic document. Arizona Democrats
did not have to express themselves In
an avalanche of verbosity In order to
conceal the real objects sought to he
attained. They have expressed them-
selves with Democratic simplicity
and with nothing to cover up." El
Paso Times.
PROHIBITION LOSES BY
218,125 IN MISSOURI.
Jefferson City, Mo;, Nov. 30. Prohi-
bition was defeated in" Missouri at
the recent election, according to off-
icial announcement today, by 218,125.
It received 207.2S1 votes, with 425,-40- 6
against It, and carried only thirty-seve- n
ot 115 counties.
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Phone Red 100 Phone Red 100
THOMAS K DELQAD0, Mgr.
Chicago, Nov. 30. "Johnny" Evers,
the Chicago National's second base-
man, has finally decided to stick to
the team and will go south with them
for the spring training! He has turn-
ed down an offer to be coach of the
navy baseball team this spring.
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GOOD SEASON PROMISED.
With the theater season opening
again, it is to be hoped that Santa
Fe will be favored with such high
class productions as made the season
last winter and spring notable. The
MASONIC.PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
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THE NEW MEXICAN
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can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
Mex.
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full sheet.
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Deposition of Witness. 2
sheet.
ning and its management is trying to
equal, if not surpass its previous rec-
ords. Santa Fe, as a rule, attends
high class plays and operas, even at
prices, which in cities like Denver and
Chicago, would be deemed prohibitive.
Santa Fe has a discriminating the-:ite- r
irnintr. clientele. Leading stars
43.50
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. 1.00
. .60
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Affidavit ot Contest Against Non
Resident Entryman, --628, 1-- 2 sheet
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
E. A. M. Regular con-
vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
Notice ot Intention to make finalXlr Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
proof, 2 sheet. .
in the theatrical field, who have play-
ed here, have remarked more than
once, that it seems that Santa Fe aud-
iences not only know where and when
to applaud, but what is more signifi-
cant, know when to keep silent, for
the tribute of silence is often
more eloquent than a storm of ap-
plause. Nor is it true of Santa Fe
audiences that they will only patro
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Additional Entry, 2 sheet
.
320 Homestead Entry, 1--2
sheet
xransacts general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on tne most favorable terms en all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
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Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap-
plicant full sheet
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Township Plats, full sheet
i fourth Monday in eacommwas supposed a few years ago, and nize the silly, the ephemeral the min
'month at Mflonlc Hall atthe development of underground wa- - gtrel g5l0W as contrasted with a high' per cent per annum, on six months' r years' time. LiberalIters is adding to it almost daily, aud cas3 serious play. Said a writer re-
vet. it is a common mistake to over advances made on consignments ef Hvesieck anJ products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
THE DECLINE IN MINING.
The Mining and Engineering Jour-
nal deplores the decline of the mining
industry in the west but especially in
Colorado. This decline extends to
Alaska; it has wrecked Nevada aud
will some day give Arizona a big set-
back. New Mexico, which depends
more upon agriculture and stock rais-
ing, has had its days of great mining
prosperity and its days of depression.
Minine camps like Bland, White Oaks,
as js consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank
estimate the volume of flowing waters,
and especially of flood waters. Right
here in Santa Ke, it has been re-
marked often enough, that the flood
waters going dowfi the river would ir-
rigate immense areas of land. Still,
Santa Fe wastes more water than
flows unused down the river.
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent, The patronage of the
miblic is respecfully solicits-- ,
General Blank.
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Bond of Indemnity, 2 sheet
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Official Bond, 2 sheet.
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of Mortgage, full sheet
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Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, 1--2 sheet
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Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite ol Fiee Masonry meew
bn the third Monday ot each montfc
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES. 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
b. p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. fi,
holds its regular session on the o
Conservation of water does not
riirahothmviTi ii n (1 a score of others'
merely mean impounding waters in
cently:
"Sometimes I think that our sol-
emn determination to be amused at
any hazard is the saddest feature of
American life today sadder even
than election returns to defeated can-
didates. And there is certainly some-
thing almost heartbreaking about our
laughter more especially our mis-
placed laughter."
It is because Santa Fe theater-goin- g
public discriminates and is liberal
that it should --not have inflicted up-
on it barn stormers and mediocre
performances, but that every induce-
ment should be held out to secure
plays and operas that elevate, that
are recognized as standard and that
appeal to the artistic sense rather
than to crude risibilities.
leaned into fame the past thirty years, nut also mauing me mostonrt waxed strone and then went reservoirs
of them, and what6 economical usedecline. With fewtr, th.ir inevitable
.
i ever legislation ana custom can ao, THE PALACE HOTELexceptions this mis ueen me uiiuof mining, for the treasures of the
earth at any particular spot are not
fnovhniistihlp Yet. it is certain, that
to compel water users to quit wasting
water, is worthy of the effort of ev-
ery patriotic citizen of New Mexico.
The man who can compel the careless
irrigator to use one gallon of water
where he is now wasting three gal-
lons, is of more consequence to the
commonwealth than the man who im-
pounds two gallons that now flow by
unutilized. Thousands of acres in
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet .
Application for Marriage License,
2 6heet
Certificate-o- f Birth. 4 sheet.
Certificate of Death, 1--4 sheet
Butchers' Shipping Notices, li
sheet.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond, 1--4 sheet
Letters ot Guardianship, 1--2 sheet
W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
One of the Best Hotels in the West
New Mexico has not yet seen its great-
est mining development. Its coal pro-
duction, for instance, is constantly
increasing, and in Grant and Socorro
counties, especially, copper and zinc
mining will eventually see greater de-
velopment than at the present. Says
the Mining and Engineering Journal,
however, in describing the inevitable
fluctuations in the mining industry:
"There ws a time when Colorado
The Democrats in Texas have start-
ed a movement for longer terms for
elective officers. Experience has
I Large Sample;
j Room for Com-- I
mercial Travelers
Cuisine and
Table Service
Onex celled
ond and fourth Wednesday ot eaco
month. VUting brothers are invitee"
and welcome. A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA, Exalted Ruler
Secretary. . ,
knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knight ol
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and Si
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Vtait
New Mexico have been rendered unfit
Guardian's Bond and Oath, 1--2 sheet.
Letters of Administration, 1-- 2 sheet SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO WASHINGTON AVENUEAdministrator's Bond and Oath, 2
for present use because of too much thaught them that an election every
water being put on them. In nine two years disturbs business, and that
cases out of ten, the average irriga- it. takes a new official a year or two
tion farmer uses twice as much water t0 become really useful In his office,
as needed to raise his crops, in fact, New Mexico's - constitution provides
he vould achieve better results and for a four year's term, which is the
make greater profits by using one-hal- f game as that of the president of the
sheetpossessed the most extensive mining
industry of any of the states to the
west of the Rocky mountains. During
Letters Testamentary, 1--2 sheeting Knight's Invited to attend. Declaration In Assumpsit, 2 sheet.AUGUST REINGAKUT, U. V.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.the 'Sfts no other state could boast j Declaration in Assumpsit, en NoteSatisfaction of Mortgage, 1--2 sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage, 1--2 sheet.
Lease, 2 sheet
fie water he now uses, and would at united States, and which is short
the same time enable the farmer be- - enoUgh for popular sentiment wouldlow him, who now has no water, to undoubtedly favor a six or eight
secure sufficient for his crops. i years' term, if the matter is ever PROFESSIONAL CHS Lease of Personal Property, 1--1
made an issue.
THE PUBLIC LANDS.
such a galaxy of important camps as
Colorado with its Aspen, Red Cliff,
Rosita, Rico, Ouray, San Juan, Mon-
arch, Telluride, Georgetown, Gilpin,
and greatest of all Leadville. The
immense tonnage of ore yielded by
these mines was the basis of the most
Important silver-lea- d smelting indus-
try of the United States and a rail-
way development superior to that of
any other region in the Rocky moun
!
i
Of j ATTORNEYS AT LAW
sheet
Chattel Mortgage, 2 sheet
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney, 1--2 sheet
The constitutional convention i, t- -i iQt thii-t- times as muchArizona is overwhelmingly Democrat- - to run tne city of Colorado Springs as
ic; it debated long and furiously the , rt . to run ganta Fe. In other Renewal of Chattel Mortgage, 2PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-
Santa Fe, .... New Mexice
matter of the public land donations of
worQSj taxpayers in Colorado Springs, sheet.
Replevin Writ 1--4 sheet
Replevin Affidavit, 1--4 sheet
iue siaie-io-u- ana nuauy reacnea tne ' must fork over thirty times as mucn
conclusion to place no restriction upon as ganta pe taxpayers for municipal
Tbere Is a Room Ready For You Ata
The Clair Hot!
THE BEST TO BE FOUND IN SANTA FE
It has bsen completely renovated
and every room is steamheated
with hot and cold water, and a bath
can be had any time you order it.
Prices European Plan, $1 00 Up
J C. DIGNE0, Proprietor.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,me saie oi tnose lanus. Tne ew j pu,.poseg. of course, Santa Fe canMexican gives those Arizona Demo-- , therefore exnect onlv as
Chas. F. Easley, Chas. R. Easley.
Santa Fe. Estancla.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Atto rneys-at-La-
crats credit for trying to do what is m,,pv. nniice Protection and other ben-
sheet
Warrant, 1--4 sheet
Commitment 4 sheet.
Attachment Affidavit, 1--4 sheet
best for their commonwealth in this ntB oomine to a well organized muni-
tain country. During the '90s the pro-
ductiveness of many of these mines
dwindled or ceased, and in spite of
the discovery of Creede and Cripple
Creek the tendency of mining in Colo-
rado was to ebb. Of late years it has
been admittedly in a low state. Smel-
tery after smeltery has had to be
abandoned, and Denver, once a fa-
mous mining center, has thriven up
matter, for it recognizes that both , ciDaiity whose citizens are willing to
"c jicailu aim .iiuuua win ue mctiy t!lx themselves sufficiently to run pud- WILLIAM McKEAN Attachment Kond, 1-- sheetAttachment Writ 4 sheetto average $3 an acre now or twenty ' af(mre. on an "A Number One'
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,Attorney-at-La-Mining and Land Law.
-
- New Mexico. 1--4 sheet. .Taos,
years later for the public lands they
will be able to select by the time they
are admitted as states. The Republi-
can convention of New Mexico", how-
ever, safeguarded the disposition of
the school lands by decreeing in the
on its railway, agricultural and manu-
facturing interests rather than upon
basis.
"Advices from Phoenix have it, that
the Arizona constitutional convention,
although it had but one-ha- lf the mem-
bership as that of New Mexico, has
expended fully as much as the latter
and may have a balance on the wrong
tte industry that established it.
"Recently a concerted effort to re
C. W. a WARD
Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, - , - - New Mexico
Execution, 4 sheet
Summons, 1--4 sheet
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet
Sheep Contract, 1--2 sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks
Appeal Bond. 2 sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 1--2 sheet.
Appearance Bond. 2 sheet
Stock Blanks.
constitution that they shall not be!
sold for ten years unless $10 an acre'
or better can be obtained except!
vive mining in Colorado has been in-
augurated by several public organiza-
tions. The movement is, of course,
supported by the railways and smel
side of the ledger before it adjourns.when they happen to be contiguous ....... 4: - Democratic extravagance i nwraicui,to other public land grants. In otherters who are anxious to secure more ivlipther it is in Tammany New York
words, Democratic Arizona will Sell . K.1,n, J"ir.c?;ciC-r- i rt 1 Tl nnir
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice In the District Courts as
well ag before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.
Las Cruces, - - New Mexico
Bill ot Sale Animals Searing Ven
tonnage of ore; by the manufacturers
who are desirous of increasing the
market for their machinery; by the
general merchants, who are anxious
dor's Recorded Brand, 1--4 sheet
Ul III Uillllvl Ujl 111100100111111 .
corporation ridden Arizona, where the
Democratic leaders are merely tools
of rich mining corporations.
out for $3 an acre, New Mexico de-
mands three and third times as much
before it will sell, vhere therefore,
does H. B. Fergusson of Albuquer-aue- .
eet. his idea that the nomnmtc
Bill ot Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.to increase the sale of their goods
MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearingand in short by every one who has an ' town has figured outnf New Mpyi h, o A Georgia Vendor's Recorded Brand, 1--4 sheet.interest in the promotion of the wel
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1fare of the state.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
A. B. Renehan E. P. Davles
Attorneys at Law.
Practices in the Supreme and Dis-
trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe - - - New Mexico
sheet
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet"The
same condition of decadency
that is most clearly manifest in Co-
lorado is also evident in other Rocky
mountain states. The most emphatic
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM, FINE CUISINE
RATES $2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY
THOS. DORAN
Proprietor.corded Brand, 2 sheet
better than their brethren in Arizona that 11 is easier to drag tlie 3ai1 t0 a
or then the Republicans of New Mex- j drunk tnan a drunk to the jal1 and
ico, in safeguarding the public landsT therefore , has provided a jail on
Wasn't it a Republican Congress that !vhee,s which is hurried to the spot
threw all possible safeguards around where the victim of John Barleycorn
these public lands? has dropped out of the fray. In New
I Mexico, there are a number of jails
The direct legislation measures re- - i that ought to be put out of commis-centl- y
adopted in Colorado will be sion and a cage on wheels would offer
tested in the courts. Meanwhile, the safest and most economical sub-chao- s
will reign in the Centennial stitute.
State and business will suffer on -
testimony as to this is the large num.
her of smelting furnaces out of blast Authority to Gather, Drive andHandle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
Recorded Brand, 1--2 sheet
Contrato de Partido, 1--2 pliego.
Escritura de Renuncla, 1-- 2 pliego.
Documento Garantizado. 2 pliego.
PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
If you drop in at 5 o'clock yon can get a hot
snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to
account of the instability, just as Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles, 1--2
We Are
How
Serving
pliego.
Documento de Hipoteca, 1--2 pliego. wait. Ourincreasing patronage Is thebest proof that we merit yours.Documento Garantizado, extensa
forma entera, full sheet.
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-
Practice in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe, .... New. Mexica
G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Consellor-at-La- w
Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlln Bit Santa Fe, N. M.
EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-
Practice in the Supreme and Dis-
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and V. S. Land
Offices. N
Las Crnces - - New Mexico
In October last we reported that the
American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany in its American plants had in
operation a total of only 23 out of its
56 furnaces, indicating the smelting
of only about 1,250,000 tons of ore per
annum in works having a capacity for
2,850,000 tons. In Colorado alone 20
furnaces out of 34 were idle, and Mr.
Guiterman the manager, for that dis-- ;
trict, has recently stated that one-ha- lf
the company's capacity is idle and
the remainder operated on a curtailed
baBls. The same causes that have re-
duced activity in Colorado have doubt-
less been acting in Montana, Idaho,
Utah and Nevada.
""We are not saying, be it under-
stood, that the mining Industry of the
West, broadly speaking, is on the
Certificado de Matrimonio, 10c cada G.LUPK HERBERAProprietorTHE HOTEL CORONADO
The gain in population in states
like New York, Illinois, Missouri,
Kansas and others, has been alto-
gether in the cities, the country dis-
tricts having lost. In New Mexico
the phenomenal gain of 68 per cent
the past ten years, has been mostly
in the rural districts, and the Terri-
tory has no large cities. In other
words, New Mexico is building from
the bottom up, and its prosperity
rests on a sound foundation.
'uno.
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet
it has suffered in the past on ac-
count of socialistic outbreaks, free
silver and other fads of the moment,
which were obsolete almost as quick-
ly as Colorado adopted them. This
much is certain, that the first can-
didate under the direct primtry act,
two years hence, will have to wait un-
til the courts have passed on the val-
idity of the law before he can take
charge of the office, if he is elect-
ed. Of course, it is a good thing for
lawyers, but as to the people, they
Execution Forcible Entry and De
RATKS $1.00 A DAY AND UP ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
The railway trainmen of Albuquer
tainer, 1--4 sheet
Subpoena, .i sheet.
J. P. Complaint, sheet
Capias Complaint 1--4 sheet
Search Warrant, 1-- 2 sheet
School Blanks.
Enumeration Form, 1--2 sheet
Teachers' Certificate, 2 sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet
Gregg's Peerless Hotelpay the piper. que met tnis weeK ana atter receiv-ing the reports of their legislative
committee, voted to support the conOne of the speakers opposing ' the
stitution unanimously. It is to the EUROPEAN PLAN SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
common sense and patriotism of the
constitution at a meeting held at Al-
buquerque, is against the constitution
because it leaves the way open for
R. W. WITTMAN
Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
In the U. S. Surveyov General's Offlc
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
the legislature to grant financial as Contract between Directors and Tea--
sturdy workers and the sons of the
soil, that New Mexico must look for
its future, greatness and development
and not to Democratic and Socialistic
sistance to St. Vincent's Orphans'
The only flrat class Hotbl In Santa Fe, with hot and oold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest A best CAFE In
the City to connection with HoteLS First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Speolal attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial If yon wantl first classservloe,
chers, 1--4 sheet
wane. On the contrary the production
of copper, lead and zinc ore has been
steadily increasing, while the outputs
of gold and silver, which to a large
extent are derived trom the other
ores, have been well maintained. It
is to be remarked, however, that the
increasing production of copper is due
to the comparatively few big opera-
tors, and the maintenance of the pro-
duction of lead is explainable in the
same way; but at the same time the
business of the custom smelters, who
"receive ores of all kinds in large and
Home, St. Vincent's Hospital and
demagogues and agitators.other equally worthy institutions con-
ducted for charity and doing the work
Oaths of School Director, 4 sheet
Certificate ot apportionment of
School Funds, 2 sheet
Contract for Fuel, 1--4 sheet
PROBERT & COMPANY
Investment
Lands, Mines, Bonda & 8tocks.
Money Loaned for Investor.
that the state ought to do but which President Taft has sent back to the WM. GREGG Rop.florner of Water St.and Don Gas par Ave.would cost the state ten times the cabinet officers their drafts of est! Teachers' Monthly Report, 1--4 sheet
District Clerks' Annual Report, 1--amount of the appropriation given mates for departmental expenses with We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tard and sheetthem annually. It Is a Democratic
narrowness and selfishness that it willsmall quantities from many producers,
the injunction that they would have
to cut them still further. The only
way to economize is to economize,
and Arizona may have to whistle long
other Business Opportunities through-
out Taos county.has materially declined, and inasmuch oe wen to rememDer at tne polls on
Land Office Blanks.
Homestead Entry, 2 sheet
Non-Miner- Affidavit, 1--2as this is due to the less tonnage of January 21. Bank References Furnished.
ore offered a recession in mining is Wells Fargo ; &Cpmpan- New MexicoTos - - sheet.clearly indicated." "I am opposed to this constitution before it receives an appropriation topay for another constitutional con-
vention, which must be held because
Proof, Testimony of Witness,for what it does not contain! full sheet .STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M.
the present Democratic one has made
a fool Job of its task. 4 . Physician & Surgeon.
screams H. B. Fergusson at Albuquer-
que. That sort of an argument should
be patented for it can be used just as
ECONOMY IN USE OF WATER.
--
TerritoriaiEgineer" Vernon L. Sul-
livan, in his letter to the press yester
Office 117 Palace Ave. Express
Geaeral Express ForwarderHours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.effectually against the Ten Command
Bond to Keep the Peace, 2 sheet
Complaint Criminal 1--4 sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com-
plaint, 1--2 sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum-
mons, 1--4 sheet
Acknowledgment, 1--4 sheet
2 to 3 p. m., and by appointment.
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
To Tammany Leader Charles F.
Murphy had been assigned the deli-
cate task of parceling out all the of
ments, the Lords' Prayer or the Conday,
drew a wonderfully realistic
picture of the future of irrigation de-
velopment in New Mexico. He based stitutions of Oregon and Oklahoma, Phone Red 43.fices in New York, both elective andhis predictions on projects for which for none of those documents contain
everything that men of the type of appointive. Still, he belongs to a par Mortgage Deed, 1--2 sheet All Parts of the WorldFergusson would like to write into.applications have been filed or whichare already under construction and
there is nothing visionary about the
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
them if they had a chance. Clause, 1--2 sheet
ty that makes a parade of its advo-
cacy of direct legislation and other
measures which are supposed to give
the Deonle more of a voice in the
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public .
Office with the New Mexican Print
tag 'ComjKiny. J
Santa Fe. New Mexla
Save tAonty and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells FsrgoOfficial' Bond, Road Supervisor, 1--2picture whatever. When It is consid
Nebraska, Colonel Bryan's state tvrcTtr mrrTorxiv rtri?i3C TUAVTTT rkS'sheetselection of their officials. Notaries' Notice of Publication, 1--2the past ten years added less actual
population to its 1900 figures than did
ered, that during the past two years,
forty irrigation projects have been
completed, and that work on fifty-si-
others has been begun and partly com
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
'
m. mNew Mexico, and as to per cent of Patnh! Throncrhnnt the United States. Canada. VI MIL
Notice ot Protest 1--4 sheet
sheet
Warranty Deed, 1-- 2 sheet ;
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Santa Fe fnay have inadequate po-
lice protection but it does not have a
daily murder like Denver with its
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
To be really valuable must show
equally good results from eaeh mem-h- r
of the family using It Foley's
gain, it was only one-fift- h of what
New Mexico showed. Thus far, New
pleted, It is no idle dream to say that
the next ten years will witness an and all ForeiRr Countries
Democratic police machine, or Black- Application for Bounty for Killing REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .Honey and Tar does Just this. Wheth-- r
for children or grora persons Fohand outrages like Tammany New Wild Animals. 1--4 sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed, 2 sheet
Mexico's increase of 67.6 per cent has
not been equaled by any state or ter-
ritory, and according to the census
bureau, none of the twenty-eigh- t
states still to be announced will ap
enormous growth and development of
agricultural possibilities.
Engineer Sullivan also issues a
warning, and that is against g
the available water supply.
It is true, this supply is greater than
J. 0. BARNES. Aaentley's Honey and Tar is test and safestfor nil cmiEhs and colds. Sold by TheYork, or daily riots and hold-up- s likeDemocratic Chicago, which expends
several million dollars a year for po
Deed of Trust full sheet
Release ot Deed of Trust, 1-- 2 sheetCapital Pharmacy.proach, much less exceed it. lice protection that does not protect
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PERSONAL MENTION.
J JHLIIUUH ANNOUNCEMENT,.UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking Business
f
Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGH LIN, President H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
... W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier ,
Real Estate
.Surety Bonds
1 IN S UK AN C E
For Rent FURNISHED AND UN.FUR N I S H E D,MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,
IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THERE IS AN INCREASING DE-
MAND FOR NEW AND FURNITURE IN THE HOMES OF
OUR CUSTOMERS, AND REALIZING THAT WE CAN BE OF GREATER
SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BY EXTENDING TO THEM, LIBERAL
TERMS OF CREDIT, AND AT THE SAME TIME INCREASE OUR SALES
WE WILL. BEGINNING DECMBER FIRST, AND CONTINUING THERE-
AFTER, INAUGURATE THE INSTALLMENT SYSTEM OF CREDIT, IN
OUR FURNITURE AND STOVE DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS THE LITTL M E SYSTEM THAT IS IN VOGUE IN
ALL THE LARGE CITIES OF THE COUNTRY. BY PAYING A PART
DOWN AND THE BALANCE IN WEEKLY INSTALLMENTS, YOU CAN
TAKE THE GOODS AND HAVE THE USE OF THEM WHILE PAYING.
THIS SYSTEM OF CREDIT WILL APPLY ONLY TO OUR FURNITURE
AND STOVE DEPARTMENTS. DO NOT ASK US TO EXTEND ANY BUT
THE REGULAR TERMS OF CREDIT IN ANY OF THE OTHER DE-
PARTMENTS OF OUR STORE. WE POSITIVELY WILL NOT EXTEND
THIS SYSTEM BEYOND THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS.
WE HOPE BY THUS ENABLING THE PUBLIC TO ENJOY THE COM-
FORTS OF GOOD FURNITURE, WITH EASY TERMS FOR PAYING FOR
IT, THAT WE WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE OUR SALES, BUT EN-
ABLE THE PEOPLE, WHO HERETOFORE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO
PURCHASE GOOD RELIABLE FURNITURE, BECAUSE OF THEIR LIM-
ITED INCOME, TO GET THE GOOD THING FROM LIFE THAT A COM-
FORTABLY FURNISHED HOME AFFORDS.
malady called Hookworm. This is
the worm that honks onto the un-
suspecting person and drags him to
a state akin to ennui, or worse.
A statement about Dr. Dunn's pro-
bable work among the Indians print-
ed in the New Mexican was the occa-
sion for the telephone call and the
other calls he received since. First
it was a lady. She wished to meet
Dr. Dunn because alas, she finds her
spirits drooping; she has a feeling ,of
dulness and langour, a sense of weari-
ness. It must be hookworm, that
dreadful parasite which has held ths
south and tropical lands in its grip
for ages.
And there were others that wished
to consult the Philadelphia physi-
cian because they always have sensa-
tions of great lassitude after being out
at a dance until the wee small hours
or after walking to Lamy and back.
He U Busy.
It is not known just what Dr.
Dunn said on the telephone but Dr.
Dunn be it know came to look after
the Indians whortf Vncle Sam wishes
put on a correct dietary and kept
there. Today the doctor examined
a class of four Indians who have
satisfactorily passed their Btudies at
the Indian school here and are off, not
for Santa Clara but Riverside, Cali-
fornia. Two Indians will also go to
Tucson. Dr. Dunn was so busy that
interviewers did not get hold of him
today, but if he will talk of the hook-
worm and Just what is its influence
on the system, his statements will
be printed in the New Mexican at an
early date to allay the fears of the
tired and weary or to show them
what science offers for the annoy-
ance.
Already the hookworm fad is tak-
ing here and when an employer was
hard complaining this morning
about one of his employes not work-
ing very hard, the latter replied:
"How can I? I feel tired all the time
and now I've got the hookworm."
CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PRO-CA1- 1
CIQ PERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RN-lU- rOdlC CHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOOK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.
O C- - WATSON & COMPANY
(C. A. BISHOP.)
19 San Francisco St. Phone. Red So. 189
Major Ernest Meyers is up from
Albuquerque.
Mrs. Mills will not be at home to
visitors tomorrow.
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart is at
the Palace botel.
H. F. Coggeshall, of Denver, is here
on Indian matters.
H. G. Calkins of the forestry serv-
ice, 1b at the Montezuma.
A. M. Smiley, a Denver insurance
man, is at the Montezuma.
Philip Barber is a visitor In town
from Tueumari, Quay county.
A. Gale, a salesman from Kansas
City, is at the Coronado hotel.
Harvey V. Johnson a tourist from
Excelsior Springs, -- - at the Claire.
Reginald G. Cobbett, the Tesuqiie
rancher, is at the Montezuma hotel.
W. M. Calvert is a businessman
from Denver, registered at the Mon-
tezuma.
T. P. Talle of Gallup, sheriff of
county, is a visitor in the
capital.
M. B. Young, a businessman of Co-
lorado Springs, is registered at
Gregg's hotel.
General Charles F. Easley has re-
turned from a trip over the Rock
island.
Delegate Reed Holloman of Tucum-cart- ,
is at Alamogordo this week on
legal business.
Joseph Florman and C. C. Huston of
Pueblo, Colo., are traveling men reg-
istered at the Montezuma hotel.
B. S. Phillips, the lumber man from
the Ramon Vigil grant, accompanied
by Mrs. Phillips, is at the Claire.
Dr. Charles V. McPharlln of Moriar-ty- ,
Torrance county, arrived on last
evening's New Mexico Central train.
Dion Geraldine, who is Interested in
irrigation matters arrived here last
night from Chicago and is registered
at the Montezuma.
"Mr. and Mrs. Harold Moore left
this morning for their new home in
Santa Fe. Mrs. Moore was formerly
Miss Sarah Hall of this city." Albu-
querque Journal.
J. C.
.,CIeghorn, his mother, Mrs.
Cleghorn and his two sisters, the
Misses Cleghorn, arrived here from
Onawa, Iowa, yesterday to see the
sights and today visited Tesuque.
They are registered at the Claire.
G. L. Hitt, of El Paso,
Texas, was shown, the sights of San-
ta Fe today by L. W. Galles of Albu-
querque. Hitt made a record by
fathering the new paving system in
the Pass City.
Assistant Attorney General Harry
S. Clancy has returned from a hunt-
ing trip through northern Taos and
northwestern Colfax counties. He re-
ports plenty of deer and grouse but
failed to bag the large lion and his
cub who were reported as doing dam-
age in the vicinity of Klizabethtown.
From talking with many settlers he
is confident that Taos county will glva
the constitution a good majority.
There are also signs of renewed min-
ing activity on the Red River and sur-
rounding mining camps.
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Beautify Your Dining Room
Oak Extension Dinning Tables. Leather Seated
Chairs to Match. New Line of Beautiful Hand
Painted Dishes - - - - - -
FLAT WEAR. GAME SHEARS.
Akers-Wagne- r Furniture Co.
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS. :
NEW YORK JUDGE HAS
GOOD WORD FOR FATHER.!
"CHrismas Ctor" :: You'll Find It
poor, dear, g father? Did
you ever hear one of these heart-
breaking songs sung about the dear
oiu man?. Not a bit of it. Mother gets
it all. ;
Declares That He is Not Given Square
Deal Doss Not Believe in Love
and Moonlight.
"When they want to compose a song
The Most
about father they write: 'Father, dear
fother, come home with me now,' or
'Over the hills to the poorhouse'.
That is the sort of deal they give
Complete and most moderate priced
line of CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES
ever seen ia Santa Fe, now on display-i-
our store.'
We have a new and handsome line of Navajos which
make most acceptable gifts typical of the country.
Watch for our new line of Christmas Leather Goods,
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
Calls Love an Idle Dream. j
"You don't, believe in love?" wasj
asked.
"Not I," declared Judge Aspinall
stoutly. "Love is nothing but a mat-- 1
ter of pink lampshades and caramels;
and ice cream sodas, anyway. Not the
sort of a basis two sensible people!
want to build their lives on. If a
man and woman wish to get married
hey should go about it in a common
sense way. Choose the man or woman
best suited to them, in class, educa-- 1
ticn, temperament, and all that sortj
of thing, and then go ahead and marry
if they care to."
refillSPPf ffl$$2
New York, NoV. 30. Supreme Court
Justice Joseph Aspinall does not ap-
prove of love. Neither does he ap-
prove of mothers who neglect their
children. In fact, the justice's opin-
ion of womankind in general is that
they are particular nuisances, more or
kss, and with reservations, God bless
them.
Up to now Justice Aspinall is un-
married, so that will be another
story to write some day.
Justice Aspinall presided in the
case of William J. Mather against his
wife. The quarrel between Mr. and
Mrs. Mather was over the custody of
their children, and in handing down a
decision the justice remarked:
"We are always hearing of the moth-
er and her troubles, but of the father
nothing, except when he crosses the
hill to the poorhouse. Poor old fath-
er, I feel sorry for him at times. I
am glad to be able to decide in the
father's favor once in a while."
Father Not Always Abused.
"From which we are to understand
you think father is pretty well
abused?" the court was asked.
"O, not a bit of it," denied Justice
Aspinall hastily. "All things being
equal, I always give a woman the
benefit of any allowances. Things are
hard enough for women, I can tell you.
But I cannot help alittle natural re-
joicing now and then, when a man has
a perfectly clear case and justice de-
mands that he gets the decision.
"You see, 'mother" may have all the
hard knocks, but she gets all the
eulogy, too. Did you ever go to the
theater and see a play written around
WATCH OUT THAT HOOK- -
WORM DOESN'T GET YOU!
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
A.B.RENEHAN GEO. M. KINS ELL, E, P. DAVIS, J.B. HAYWARD
President, Sec'y-Trea- s Manager.
SANTA FE ABSTRACT, REALTY 8 INSURANCE AGENCY.
We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & AC-C- I
DENT INSURANCE. We draw LEGAL
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PUR-
CHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
People Already Are Complaining of
the Disease When They Even
Feel Tired.
Ennui (French from Latin in odio,
in hatred. See Annoy) A feeling of
weariness and disgust; dulness and
languor of spirits arising from sat-
iety or want of interest; tedium.
WEBSTER.
WE HAVE .SEARCHED THE WORLDS MAR-
KET FOR THE NEWEST AND MOST INTE-
RESTING ToY J,
OUR STORE NEVER CONTAINED So MAN
"THRILLERS"
NO BETTER SELECTION To BE HAD IN
EITHER CHICAGO OR NEW YORK.
IT 1,5 KNOWN ALL OVER NEW MEXICO
THAT OUR STORE IS HEADQUARTERS TOR
"SANTA"
FORMERLY CALLED THE "RACKET"
W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
Do you have this feeling of weari-
ness, of tiring easily; a disgust at the
idea of getting up these cold morn-
ings and making that fire; of a feel-
ing of satiety after eating a Thanks-
giving day dinner with three or
four helps of the glorious bird, and
more cranberry sauce and a half doz-
en-too many deserts? do you expe-
rience dulness when some one tells
you one of those prehistoric ante-de- -
ELK'S THEATRE
FRIDAY.NIGHT
DECEMBER 2
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave.Just call on me at my salooAt morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress tbe hair with grace
I'll suit tbe contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen,
My shop is neat and towelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
T. W. ROBERT'S
O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
luvian Jokes? Do you suffer
with languor of spirits when you
breatlessly pull out your post office
lock box key to extract a cherished let THEter from HIM or HER and find a tail
Now is .the Time
TO MAKE
FRUIT CAKE
&
MINCE MEAT
HEJIE IS THE PLACE
TO GET
Everything you Need
PURE and f RESH
I9I0 STOCK
CITRON & PEELS
RAISINS & CURRANTS
NUTS all kinds
IMPORTED FIGS
PURE SPICES
YELLOW PUMPKINS, HUBBARD
SQUASH, ORANGES, BANANAS,
GRAPE FRUIT, CONCORD AND
CALIFORNIA GRAPES, APPLES,
PEARS, FINE NATIVE CELERY,
CAULIFLOWER, NATIVE HEAD
LETTUCE, SPINACH, CALIFORNIA
TOMATOES,' YOUNG ONIONS.
RADISHES, JERSEY AND NATIVE
SWEET POTATOES, MINCE MEAT
CRANBERRIES etc.
H. S. KAUNE & Go.
or's bill? Do you experience tedium
when you walk out in the plaza and Wephw M IS ni kawINSIDE INN OFT MIM$ your Often tfclraeredhunt in vain for a cab to take youto a dinner party when you are al-
ready fifteen minutes late and then
decide to use your for
It you want anything 1on eartn try
tt New Mexican "Want Ad.
. RUBBER! ! RUBBERI I
and you had better "rubber" thl way
If you would secure the best bargains
In medicinal rubber goods of all kinds.
Here you will find a variety of .
HOT WATER BA.S AND SYRINGES
T Mowing ftre tvggvatei to m thirsty m toowtbiBg
cool Mid to Tiling
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, WON KNEW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
transportation? Do you find you are
afflicted with a want of Interest when
some new subscription scheme, book
agent or tax collector invades your
as well as gloves, mats, and the usual sanctum while opening the morningNICK YANNI'S
SHOE SHOP
mail?line of rubber goods handled, by first-clas- s
druggis'i. The qualities are
AB 4risa mmie from Stored wter. HENRY KRICK. Pn.rl.ter2Well then if you do, watch out that mnrmnnam,,,, ,,,,,,m, ,,,,. ythe Hookworm hasn't hold of you!
TQday many Santa Feans are talking
aboutr this disorder. This startling24 E SAN FRANCISCO ST
Musical Comedy
GIVING UNDER DIRECTION OF
JE0 BREN
Kor The Elks
Local Cast v
Catchy Songs
Oodk of Fun
TICKETS $1
Seat Sale Opens Wednesday Morn.
Ing at Fischer's.
revelation was made yesterday when
ting-a-lin- g want the telephone in the
office of Clinton J. Crandall, super
guaranteed to be perfect, and the pri-
ces are as low as you will find elese-wher- e
in the west
THE CAPITAL
PHARMACY
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s ft Co.
5
TKf CI APFNHUN RIPE FRUIT NOW
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDINGGARDEN BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
R. V. BOYLE Mgr. DESIGNS.intendent of the U. S. Indian School,
Men's half-solo- a (nailed) - - 75o
.Ladies' half aoles - - 50c
Rubber heels - - - - - - 50c
FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.
CLARENDON PODLTRI YARDS FRESH LAID EGGS everyMay
and a hurry call was given him to
bring to the phone Dr. A, Dunn, the
Philadelphia physician who has had
wide experience with tropical disea-
ses in the isthmus and who knows
lots about this strange lazy-makin-g
J?rl!fiJ?Jnd fly?louih ?e?" "nd WMte "Wyandottes. umckeiiire trees and fed oi, clean wholesome food
,?'.'?0,!1J!ance ' Tuberculosis germs uor Ptomaine polsoulDg, . H"TA FEW FAT HENS FOR KATJNG. 'If you want anything on earth try If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican "Want Ad. a New Mexican Want Ad.
24 Hour Electric Service DAY '
andand
NIGHT WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
We ae Agents itWaa CaBsSfS Opeatiofl.V
- v - Santa Fe Water AND Light Company if
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scrapers are in use to move the grav-
el. The Eureka company of Boston
is sinking on the Mollie Gibson and
Amarillo. An iron property near Oro
Grande is being explored.The Famous
was filled with gas and five valves of
the gas range were open. McQuirk
summoned the policeman. Burkhart
was in the kitchen with a hop, skip
and jump, and one glance was enough
for him. "Easy," said the policeman.
"Two bottles of beer, quick." Burk-hart'- s
command was complied with.
He poured the beer into the mouth
SI, Louis Rocky Mt. &
Pacific Railway Company,
Bishop Potter and Elinor Glyn and
Billie Burke all to the same party,
and shown in divers ways that to him
the social gods are Indeed little tin
ones, to play with as he chooses?
A reporter called on Martin with a
dispatch from Chicago stating that a
society leader there had found 1,500
people to invite to her daughter's
coming-ou- t party.
Governor Curry's Son is U. S. Com-
missioner Associate Justice E. R.
Wright of Alamogordo, has appoint-
ed Frank Curry, son of
George Curry to be TJ. S. commis-
sioner at Tularosa, Otero county.
'
of the unconscious woman and soon
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON NEW MEXICO. she was sitting up and informing herI "Society in New York," Martin
end
out
husband that she had tried
life because he had stayed
late.
(Head Up) S XIn eflV'i-- t Sept. 1st 1910(Read Down)
STATIONSMil
Gives the Best Light at Any Price
When you pay more than the Rayo
price for a lamp, you are paying for extra
decorations that cannot add to the quality
of the light. You can't pay for a better
light, because there is none. An oil light
has the least effect on the human eye, and
the Rayo Lamp is the best oil lamp made,
though low in price. You can pay $5, $10,
or $20 for some other lamp, and although
you get a more costly lamp, you can t
get a better light than the white, mellow,
diffused, unflickering light of the low-pric-ed
Rayo.
Has a strong, durable shade-holde- r. This sea.
son's burner adds to the strength and appearance.
Made of solid brass, nickeled, and easily polished.
When Yoa Are
"AH Broke Up"lies Moines, N. M...Arj 4 00I.v HOTEL ARRIVALSh in7 307 40 L. HimmMo 3 oO
l)cdiufta
said, "is not to be numbered, not to
be limited. Count er count the
sands in the sea! Enumerate the
stars along the Milky Way! But do
not do not try to reduce society to
figures.
Why Not Say "18,000?"
"There is no "400" nor "800" nor
'1,800' what should you say to
"But ins't there such a thing as
'the best people, who move in one
special set' " was asked.
Martin laid a beautifully manicur
o
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Stewart, Denver.
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I'apuliuVlitll
ThonipscnCunnintrbam .. .
.Clifton House N. M
Ar Haton. X. M.
J. B.
Claire.
G. L. Hitch, El Paso; R. Schau- -
.Lv llHtou, N . M Ar
... .Oltfton House N'M. ..
0
7 wecker, Omaha; J. C. Cleghorn, Mrs.
Cleghorn and the Misses Cleghorn,
Onawa, Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Phil- -
9 32 pSHreston. ..Koehlnr Junction Once a Rayo User, Always One
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Harold H. Brook,
Talle, Gallup; J. W.
ed, super-impressi- forefinger ontlieilips, tsuckman;
renorter's wrist. Buckman; T. P.
' K oeh ler.u
...V. "Colfax..
( vrrososo
Ar Cimarron.
Lv Cimarron..
Dealers Everywhere. If not atyours, ante for descriptive m,, .
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"Let me tell you something," he Brookes, Kansas uity; rninp tiaruer,
confided. "There is no 'set,' not even Tucumcari; F. Montoya, Taos.(Incorporated)
Nash
Harlan
Ar L'te Hark, N. M...LV '.. 6 00 mm u wwwrvmr
'smart set,' in society. There are Gregg.a
...in v. rtllt.iHoi-iih- l ftirl in
only sets. And of these there is a
a real infinity.
"Society in New York is the truest
rlomnnrapv n thp world. It. has no
congress m uK a --- -OF TRANS- -SESSION CONGRESS.! the program of enforcement of the
anti-trus- t act by civil and criminal,
M. B. Young, Colorado Springs;
Thomas Long, Kansas City.
Montezuma.
Joe Florman, C. C. Houston, Pue-
blo, Colorado; Reginald G. Corbett,
Tesuque Valley; Ernest Myer, Albu
!OonnBi-t- s m Colfax wltli K. P. S. W. Ry. train both North' and'Soutb.
SStage 'or Van Houten X, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.
Utane leaves Uto I'arlc. S. M.. for KlU ibetutowa, N. M.,:at 9:00 a. ui. daily eseopt
Sundays, Fare & uo one way $3.50 round trip; Hfty pound bagKajre carried free.
O. & S. train leaves li Moines, N, VI- for the south at U;U p. ra. arrives from theSoi'th at 4:38 a. m. Official Proceedings Have Been Sent proceedings against
the common car--; even &
Under Seal to President i an riers. tutional ruler. There are only the
in the way of a suit, after passing,
through a rainstorm that has trans-
formed your next looking suit Into the
appearance ot a bundle of rags, don't
dispair, or get mad, but send the gar-
ments to us. Ia less time than you
think we will return you a new suit,
to all appearance and you will find
It clean and fresh-lookin- and pres-
sed back Into shape.And our charges- -
and Congress. j The proposed plan for enlarging hundreds the thousands of small clt
M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
E. G. DEDMAN,
Superintendent.
querque; A. M. smiley, H. ijogges-hall- ,
W. M. Calvert, Denver; Dion
Geraldine, Chicago; H. G. Calkins,
Forest Service.
Coronado.
land deepening Galveston namor, mei each on an equaUty with the
San Antonio. Texs, Nov. 30. Filled j recommendation for the continuance .g nQt eyen a centra,
with the most important resolutions 0t the appropriations affecting Buffalo arounJ wmch these gather.
ever passed at one session of any body
of citizens for the benefit, not only of
the Trans-Mississip- states, but the are low.
C. S. Lucero, San Rafael; A. C. Da-
vidson, Alamosa; J. H. Slutton, Otto;
Charles V. McPharlin, Moriarty; A.
Gale, Kansas City.
ua,uu, . '
""7" 7"'Ttoe has not been such a figurethe ship canal for Houston death of Mrg Astor The
JTV6H TZZ? Ill the inter coas only time when there Is anything il
d Plating a gathering of the classis when some distinguished foreignercongressional committee of the or--1
,.t.toH tn ,,-- . visits us--the cousin of a German
ports on the Gulf of Mexico, on tne
Pacific coast, and Hawaii, the Trans- -
Mississippi Commercial Congress pro-
ceedings, a printed volume of five hun-rlrp- rl
naeres. has gone under seal, to
Julius Muralter, Tailor--
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues..
of .emperor or a friend of the BritishGeneral Bixby, the chief engineer MINES Hi IK !the army to recommend that the ap-- , King, in commuu, pai.i
nropriations to be made by the next j to show our hospitality we flock
mo- -President Taft, Vice President Sher-
man, president of the Senate; SpeaK- - But this We Have Built UpConeress be increased above the mentarily to one standard.
is exceptional, not customary.
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
81 Paso & Southwestern System
The Best Route - East or West
Chino Hayden, Stone & Co. say:
"The report for October shows an in-
crease during the month of 1,293,038
tons of "fully" developed ore, and 433,-44- 5
tons of "partially" developed ore,
amounts heretofore recommended.
Last year, General Bixby, recommend-- !
ed that $35,000,000 be appropriated.)
but, through action of the Trans-Mis-- j
sissippi Congress, the recommenda- -
tion and its resultant appropriation j
er Cannon, of the House ot Represen-
tatives, and the members of the Na-
tional Congress. The convention ad-
journed Friday night, after a four
days' session, and within forty-eigh- t
hours, the copy of the full proceedings
was on its way to Washington to the
President. The record is so filled with
a total of 1,72C,4S3 tons. The increase
in the tonnage was mostly in thewas increased to $52,000,000. Tnej
congress agreed that it is wiser to;
Society Without Heartache.
"And, believe me, it is better so,
because it saves so much pain. Be-
lieve me, New York society is unique
in this it is without its heartaches.
"In old days that I can remember,
not to be asked to certain houses was
social death and disgrace. Today
there are no houses that may read the
embargo act. No one laments any
more for invitations he doesn't re-
ceive."
"Do you think, then, that it is ne
new matter and suggestions
on the most important questions now
before the west and south, that it will
be consulted in Washington, by mem-
bers of both Houses, more than any
heretofore published proceedings of
have a continual appropriation, year
by year, so that the work of improve-
ment need suffer no loss, nor will the
river and harbor bill be jeopardized.
Benefitting under this appropriation
will be the navy yard and the work's
at Mare Island. California, new work
Hearst Air Shaft Carasco section,
Grant county, and the new holes on
which this increase was based were
in unusually rich ground, so that the
increase of 1,726,000 tons raised the
grade of the whole ore body from
2.5S per cent to 2.60 per cent. The
company has now a total of 30,671,-82-
tons of ore, averaging 2.60 per
cent copper. The company has, to
date, drilled 3G4 holes, with a total
footage of over 130,000 feet."
Pinos Altos The timbering in the
Hearst shaft took fire on November ?
the Congress.
One of the important resolutions
presented to the National Congress at
' cessary only to be what the Germansat San Pedro, California, harbor oron ' call born' to have a background
For Rates and full information address
EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
1 Paso Texas.
Monterey, California, new work
the Sacramento river, and the remov-- : family to enter society?"
al of the treacherous bar at Sausolito, "Certainly not," he exclaimed. Good
where the battleship Colorado three j amly is an advantage, not a neces-year- s
ago ran aground. The fourteen . jioney is an advantage not a
and having a direct beanng on na-
tional legislation is the recommenda-
tion of the San Antonio convention
for the continuance of appropria-
tions for fortifications and improve-
ments in Hawaii. The citizei.s of that
territory give the commercial con-
gress direct credit for the 51,000,000
foot channel down the Mississippi jt t know wnat they say of and endangered the men below. for a
time. The Altos Pinos is under option
WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the-ver-
best rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your''
contracts.
Charles W. Dudrow
to Corrigan, McKinney & Co., of
Cleveland, and was recently inspectedannronriation for Pearl harbor, one of
New York. But you can take tnis
from me it's a sensational statement
but you can make me say it money
alone never even takes a man or
woman into a social set in this city,
much less makes social power.
river is also included in the continual
appropriations.
Another very important matter was
the endorsement of the beet sugar in
terest as an infant industry, the gov-
ernment being requested to encour-
age it, in view of the fact that the
by James Corrigan, Captain Murray
and R. B. Hutchinson.
the strong points of the national de-
fense. It is determined that after this
approprition, other appropriations
should be continued.
The reaffirmation of the principle of
oro Grande Tne placer plant an
the Boston-Jarill- a Company is beingWHfcN GOING operated by J. J. Murray. Steam
Plays and Players.
sugar beet and its manufacture into
sugar is one of the staple products in
those states in which beet culture is
the only source of revenue from semi-ari-
lands. In Colorado alone, thereEAST OR WEST m GO TO- -The seat sale for "The Innside Inn"
the big musical comedy the Elks' areare in operation sixteen factories, re
.(going to present on Friday nignt,
a bond issue to create a fund of $500,-000,00-
will continue the struggle to
place congressional appropriations
along proper, lines, that is to say, to
eliminate the "pork barrel" and make
the improvements of inlaid waterways
consistent with the plan of the Inland
Waterways Commission, which com-
mission has been continued to 1913,
and which will bring the matter be-
fore the National Congress. This is
presenting an investment of $12,000,
repre-- J started this morning and t&ere nas CALIFORNIA
VIA THE SANTA FE
000. Millions of dollars are
been a steady aeiuanu iui otis
day, which shows that the Elks and
their friends are beginning to realize
that The Inside Inn is a "real" show.
Another big rehearsal was held last
sented in the growing of sugar beet
and the marketing of it by the farm-
ers. It has been the experience of the
beet growing states that if one factory
is not capable of handling the crop,
capital is eager to build another plant.
Colorado started with one, and, as
corollary, so far as Texas is con-
cerned, to the creation of a great na night, and Joe Bren .put the chorus
use the
PIOGRANDB
Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
and principal characters tnrougnval establishment, on the coast of the
"stunts" that they never heard of beGulf of Mexico. The convention It has been stated, now has sixteen. The
self, specified no given point, which is j product is home grown and to a great fore, and that they never
realized
they could do; but they did them, and
did them well, and after tonight's reextent
home-consume- In addition to
Colorado, California, Kansas, Utah
and Washington have beet sugarCITY OFFICE IN
a matter tnat win nave to De uiKen
up by the government engineers. Aran-
sas Pass is the logical point for this
naval base, and the congress unani-
mously accepted the resolution of L.
,1. Hart, vice chairman of the executive
It is the history of the Commercial
WINTER TOURIST RATES
ON SALE NOW
LOS ANGELES Qft SAN FRANCISCO, 166.90
SAN DIEGO j-
-
CITY OF MEXICO, 68. 15, PHOENIX, ARIZ, 45 55
Loog time limit Lib?ral atop-ove- r privileges
Through Pullman and Tourist Sleepers.
Comfortable Chair Cars, Steam
Heated and Eiectric Lighted.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
For further information, timetables and
Pullman reservation, call, on or address.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
NEW MEXtCANJSBLDG. Congress that, after every session,
three-fourth- s of its recommendations
become laws. It is in the nature of a
committee, showing why Aransas
Pass should be the port for the estab
hearsal and a dress rehearsal tomor-
row night, then everything will be in
readiness for the call of the curtain.
The Inside Inn is simply full of come
dy from the word go and the different
characters are surely well selected.
For instance Gus Koch as the funny
Dutchman, and his side partner Frank
Keefe, ought to send the audience in-
to convulsions, every lfne they have
being something to laugh at. Then
or
lishment of the naval station. This
recommendation urges the early comUNION DEPOT. big clearing house for all the
Trans-Mississip- p
territory, and is encour-
aged by the national legislature,
since it puts intj) correct form annu
ally, the desires of the different sec there is Julius Loomis as the bell boy
pletion of the work now in progress
by the United States government.
The recommendation for the classi-
fication if all unoccupied public lands
of the United States, in conformity
with the Denver resolution is of im-
portance. It was the labor, in connec
of the hotel, and when he finds Vi- -tions o fthe vast territory it repre-
sents, thus obviating the presence in
Washington of many delegations, con-
suming the time of Congress with
vette, the French maid (Miss Gene-
vieve Morrison) then the fun begins.
tion with this work, that was one ofROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX Their song "He's Me Kiddo" will bethe big hit of the show. And that
isn't all; there's Mrs. S. G. Cartwright
as the village gossip, always "butting
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
the contributing causes to the death
of Thomas F. Walsh, chairman of the
congressional committee. In the mat-
ter of the Alaska coal troubles, the
congress passed a recommendation
lengthy arguments, or exhibits.
This session of the congress was
characteristic of one significant thing.
The organization has finally succeed
ed in eradicating dry papers, this be-
ing accomplished mainly by the adop
tion of a morning hour, proposed by
Special automobiles furnished te ac-
commodate any number of passenger
to make special connections with an
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
in" and she has a monologue that is
simply a sizzler. George Rankin, a
member of Albuquerque, will be here
to play the part of the "cissy" hotel
to deprecate the policy of placing ob-
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor stacles in the way of honestly obtain- -
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas-
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
RosweiL N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Hock Is-
land Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance ef B0 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at
the late former Congressman James
B. Belford of Colorado. He, with theIng patents to land for mining pur
clerk, the same part he made such a
terrific hit in at the show there lastposes when it was shown those lands
week, and Miss Mary Foree as the ciwere of mineral character. The de
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com-
municating with Manager of the Ros-
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Bate foi
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point.
majority of the officers, had seen the
wisdom of permitting representatives
with special resolutions to occupy the
gar girl, will make a good mate forvelopment of the country should not him to work to. The leading lady,
time that othewise would be taken up Mrs. Carl Bishop, is simply fine, and
be retarded, said the congress.
Thfe proposition for the drainage of
submerged public lands were more
strongly emphasized this year than in
the leading man, E. P. Davies, goes
through his lines just like a "legit'J. W. STOCKARD, manager actor, while G. C. Neis as the villain
by the reading of papers. As it is
now constituted, every delegate,
whether he halls from Puget Sound
or Texas, Oklahoma or San Francisco,
has his chance to be heard. Thus ev-
ery issue is clearly brought out and
satisfactorily, presented.
(curses foiled again), is a great deal
WOOD'YS HACK LINE
the past, the congress holding the
rights of the people of the submerged
states to be equal to hose of the citi-
zens in the arid states. It is pointed
out to Washinglon that by draining
he submerged land, an area as great
as the arid tracts will be reclaimed
and added to the tillage of the nation.
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
better than many villains that come
here in professional shows. Then
Mrs. Joe Bren, wife of the director,
has a part that makes it necessary for
her to keep things lively at all times,
and she certainly will score heavily
in her character songs. There will
be a strong singing chorus, and a
ballet of eight little girls that will he
the biggest surprise we have had here
NO SMART SET IN
AMERICA'S METROPOLIS,
TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The foUowing are the time tables
ot the local railroads:
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 west-
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Meets Both North South By this reclamation, the principal
states to be benefitted are Arkansas Slo)icek"EiTicMQiassBBounds Trains.Leaves Barranca on the arrival oi Texas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Oklaho Society Leades Says That Four Hun-dred is Pigment of the Imagina-
tion. "No Best People."the north bound train and arrives at ma, Mississippi. While the
i
congress is working priReturning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 in years, so you better hurry if you
want a good seat. The kind lhat grows with your libraryTaos at 7 p. m.d. m. marily for the western portion of theTen miles shorter than any other no4:00 n. m. connect with No. 1 west that will fit practically any space thatUnited States, the appropriation de TWO BOTTLES BEERbound.
New York, Nov. 30. "There is
"400" in New York society.
"There is no 'smart set.'
"There is no 'social dictator,
way. Good covered Hack ana gooa
teams. can be moved one unit at a time by onesired in this line, under the Flint
drainage bill, will apply equally to theReturning arrive at Santa Fe,
6:30 SAVED WOMAN'S LIFE
person without disturbing the books that isor Baltimore, Md., Nov. 30. To Polid. m. eastern states, the bill providing for
a revolving fund, such as is embraced7:20 n. m. connect
with No. 7 and practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectionalceman Burkhart's strange knowledge
of "medicine" Mrs. Lydia McQuirk,9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound. FARE Srr S5.00 bookcase made. Fitted with non-bindin- g, rollerReturning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
'queen.' "
Frederick Townsend Martin says it,
and Martin ought to know. For isn't
he hailed as the successor to Ward
McAllister, who first devised the
25 years old, probably owes her life
in the reclamation act.
The appearance of Governor W. R
Stubbs of Kansas, before the convenp.
m. Beer and Burkhart turned the trick. bearing doors; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods andWhen John McQuirk came home earLAUNDRY tion, resulted from the agitation JaIMIMiG. Ry.
for north,
from north.
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
O. &
10:15 a. m.
Arrive 3:35 p. m
ly this morning he found his wife in
the kitchen unconscious , stretched
across an Ironing board. The room
phrase, "400" as a synonym of New
York's socially elect? And hasn't
he led cotillions and invited the late
his state in law enforcement. The co-
operation of the states represented in
the membership of the Commercial see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arranfienieotio library .parlor, etc.New Mexico Central Ry.
For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
31 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from New Mexican Printing Company
Sole Agents, Ba"' Fe. New Mexico.AGENCY atO. K. Barber ShopNo. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
Cleanses the system
thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
It ia pvtrnta4
Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stom-
ach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.
FUasan to
ORrao
Laxative Fruit Syrnp
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
Phone No 23 RedMarriage
License Issued mar
riage license was issued to Sostenes
Nieto. aged 42 years, and Ventura
If you want anything on earth tryMartinez, aged 18 years, both of Gold
a New Mexican want Ad.en' by Deputy Clerk Sandoval today.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1910. THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, K. M. PAGE 8EVEN
PIGEONS PECKED FLOWERS CHIEF ARTICLES OF EXPORT
ABANDONED There is Only One
ggE$romo Quinine"
That is
L&n&tive Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO IM OHE DAY.
Always remember the full name. Look j Ti 0
and $1,264,501, by injury to jwsons.
Fraternal Insurance Conference.
The conference to oe held by the
fraternal committee -- of the National
Convention of Insurance Commission-
ers and the joint committee of the fra-
ternal federations (National Fraternal
Congress and Associated Fraternities
of America) for the purpose of plan-
ning for the presentation of the com-
missioners' bill in all state legisla-
tures will be in New York December
14 and 15. This has been announced
by Chairman C. E. Piper of the fra (9 JC?rm
HOMESTEAD
Was Astonished Jo Discover
It Grew Crop During
His Absence
SAFE GUARDING PASSENGERS
Starvation Stalks Among Strik-ig- n
Garment Workers of
Windy City.
Chicago, Nov. 30. Intel-urba- rail-
ways of central states which have had
some bad wreckB of late, are said to
be outstripping the steam railroads
in efforts to safeguard their passen-
gers and at the same time to prevent
the enormous money loss caused by
wrecks. A bulletin of the League for
rublic Safety says: "Tests reported
by interurban lines near Chicago of
late of safety devices and block sig-
nal apparatus indicate more initia-
tive by traction than steam roads in
respect to the greatest need of mod-
ern travel, viz., automatic safety stop K.
devices. Such a device, which was'
not dependent upon uncertainties of
electricity or upon human agency was
tested on one of the traction lines near to
Chicago. It was officially reported to
a the needful things successfully and
so entirely without human aid that
its operation was almost uncanny.
The simplicity and consequent low
cost of the device promises much for
the future reduction of the enormous
death and Injury roll of the railways. " to
Details of the tests have not been
divulged. The Illinois Traction sys-
tem has been investigating signal de-
vices used in the east none of which
however are automatic, of
stops sought by the expert board of
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
This system has been asking for bids
on block systems to equip 100 miles
of track. One of those considered
provides that the dispatchers' signal
indications be given by semaphore
blades in the day time and lamps at
night. The system provides an ans-
wer-back and record in the dis-
patcher's office for the movement of
each signal. The huge sums paid out
as transportation expenses, for dam-
age of property and injury of per-
sons is shown by the totals reported
by the Interstate Comemrce Commis-
sion,
as
the New York Central leading
the personal injury list with $1,530,-801.3- 3
for the year ending June 30,
1908, and expenses for clearing wrecks
of $375,479, damage to property of
$3,098,796. The expenses of the
Pennsylvania system were $897,004,
for personal injuries, $1,854,888, for
damages to freight and $776,535 for
clearing wrecks. The Frisco system
lost $2,110,945 by damage to freight to
CONSTITUTION
1
0
Industrious and Pestiferous 8quaba
riuoicva i nem n from ins
Window Boxes.
As the woman and her visitor sat in
her den a white pigeon flew down on
her window box and bepan to ch-- at
the lower leaves. She sprang up and
shooed it away.
"Do you know some gentle thing
that would kill a few pigeons off
quietly without hurting them much?"
ashe asked as she sat down again. "I
don't want to hurt them or the feel-
ings of my neighbors, who are raising
squabs, but I would like some flowers
in my window box this summer. Hers
are all gone. It's all right for her
pigeons to eat her flowers if she'd
lather have the squabs, but do you
think mine ought to suffer? Every
j time I call on her I begin to wonder
out loud how it is my flowers look so
henpecked this summer. I'd call it
pigeon pecked if I dared, and they be-
gin to give all sorts of reasons, she
and her husband and her brother-in-law- .
It's the hot weather, they say,
or the sun because the flat is on the
seventh floor, or I don't water them
enough, when all the time I'd just like
to get up and say, if I only had the
courage, 'You know very well what's
the matter with them; it's your
darned old pigeons. That's what it is.
You'll have a fine time eating the
squabs when they are ready, but this
Is the first summer that I haven't had
the finest flowers ever In my wind
boxes, plague take it all!'"
GOT THE BEST OF HIS WIFE
Philadelphia Man Is Chuckling Over
How He Worsted Hsr In an
Argument.
Sometimes man has the last word
but it isn't often In these days of suf
fragettes, and a certain business man
of West Philadelphia is chuckling over
the way he got the best of his wife in
an argument the other day.
She is a nice, little curly-heade- d
woman, who adores her husband, home
and babies, but has been inoculated
with the germ of votes for women
So every day at breakfast she greets
her husband with: "George, I'm go
ing to a sufTrage meeting today, and
I want you to tell me something about
the attitude of men toward women's
rights," or "George, at the meeting yes-
terday I was told I must bring you to
reason."
George had borne it patiently till,
coached by a militant neighbor, bis
wife stood up and In a voice suited
for the rostrum cried: "You must ad
mlt my ability and right to vote. The
women of the country are aiming all
their power against you husbands now
and "
orget the rest, my dear," said
George, belligerently, "and Just let me
tell you that so long as women are
aiming at the men they'll never get
the right to vote. No female ever yet
hit a mark she aimed at." Philadel-
phia Times.
Compulsory Military Service.
A scheme of coniDulsorv military
service is being considered by the
South African government. If it
comes into operation all schoolboys
between the ages of ten and fifteen
will be compelled to join the cadet
forces, and from fifteen to elehteen to
enroll in the senior cadets. Provision
Is made for all cadets to undergo
training in camps annually. From the
ages of eighteen to twenty-fiv- e young
men will have to take part In drills
and a course for trained soldiers, with
an annual camp lasting 14 days. From
twenty-fiv- e to thirty-fiv- e they will join
the union reserves and will be re-
quired to spend a week in an annual
camp. To carry out the system the
whole of South Africa will be divided
Into small areas, with a permanent In-
structional officer to each while a
military college will be established at
Bloemronteln for training officers.
Stutterer Sang the Order.
A confirmed stutterer went into a
restaurant and met a few casual ac
quaintances, who at once commenced
chaffing him most unmercifully re-
specting the impediment I'n his speech,
At last one of them, a pert little fel-
low who had been making himself
rather conspicuous by his remarks,
said: "Well, old man, I'll bet suppers
round you can't order them without
stammering." says
Brown, and, to the astonishment of
the company and the discomfort of
his challenger (all of whom were un
aware of his being, as is often the
case with stutterers, a first-clas- s
singer), he beckoned the waiter and
sang the order without the slightest
hitch. Then, turning round to Mb
tormentor, said: :
Foreign Students In Paris.
Parisian newspapers take especial
pleasure In noting the remarkable in-
crease In the number of foreign stu-
dents In the University of Paris, which
now leads the universities of the
world in that respect. Twenty years
ago there were 457 foreigners enrolled
in this university. Ten years later
the number had Increased to 1174.
There are now 3500 foreigners study-
ing In Paris, of whom 107 come from
the United States. Russia has the
largest delegation, 1356. South Amer-
ica, as well as Mexico and Panama,
Turkey and the Orient, are well rep-
resented. Among the reasons for this
affluence of foriegn students in Paris
are the exceptional library facilities-so- me
sixteen in number, of which at
least six contain more than 200,000
volumes each excellent laboratories.
and free tuition to all.
Went Too Far.
Yeast "Do you think there Is a
penalty for lying?" Crtmsonbeak
"Sure! I knew a fellow who dislocat
ed his shoulder while stretching out
his hands to show the size of the
fish he claimed he had caught!"
Skeptical Youth.
It was a skeptical youngster, who,
be.. asked what it was that trou
bled the pool ot Bethesda, answered,
gravely: "Well, teacher, they say It
was angels, but I think It most pros
bly was frogs."
Washington Statisticians Say a Marks
Decrease Is Shown In Corn,
Wheat, Flour and Meats.
Cotton, copper, Illuminating oil,
wheat these articles In the order
named, formed the most Important ar-
ticles exported from the United States
during the last fiscal year. The value
of the cotton exported was $450,000,-000- ;
of the copper, $83. 500,000; of the
Illuminating oil, $"2, 500,000, and of the
wheat, $47,000,000. Other articles of
export ranked in value as follows!
Flour, lard, tobacco, lumber, leather,
corn, bituminous coal and lubricating
oil.
In nearly all of the articles of na-
tural production there was a marked
decline in thu exports of 1910, as com-
pared with previous years, wblle in
certain manufactures the figure for
the year are larged than for any pre-
vious year and the total for all manu-
factures probably will exceed that of
any earlier year. The bureau of statis-
tics, which has given out these figures,
has not yet completed the total value
of the manufactures exported.
The falling off Is most marked In
corn, wheat, flour and meats; wheat
falling from $161,000,000 it 1892, the
high year, to $47,000,000 In 1910; corn
from $86,000,000 in 1900 to $25,500,.
000 in 1910; flour from $76,000,000 In
1893 to $46,600,000 In 1910; lard from
$60,000,000 In 1906 tu $43,000,000 In
1910; bacon from $46,000,000 in 1898
to $18,600,000 In 1910; freHh beef from
$32,000,000 in 1901 to $7,750,000 in
1910. and cattle from $42,000,000 in
1904 to $12,000,000 last year.
OUR MEAT BUSINESS SHRINKS
Government Bureau Points to a
Marked Falling Off In Foreign
and Domestic Trade.
Considerable shrinkage In the com-
mercial supply of some of the prime
necessaries of life Is Indicated by the
movements of live stock and meat
products in the United States during
the first half of the present year.
This decline was shown both in do-
mestic and in foreign commerce.
According to figures prepared by
the Washington bureau of statistics,
the shortage in the commercial supply
of live stock Is best shown by a com-
parison of the half-yearl- y figureB,
which totaled 16,463,756 head for the
first six months of 1910, as compared
with more than 20,000,000 in same
period last year and nearly 21,000,000
for the corresponding period of 1908.
This loss is due almost entirely, It
is reported, to the smaller number of
hogs brought to market, the shortagein them thus far this year being
about 25 per cent. The curtailment In
the commercial supply of cattle so far
this year has been six per cent less
than normal, while the receipts of
sheep at the seven leading markets
shows a decline of 11 per cent The
decline In the supply of sheep began
after 1906, that of cattle after 1907
and that of hogs after 1908.
Instances of the heavy losses In
trade are shown by the fact that
while more than 200,000,000 pounds
of fresh beef were sent out of the
country in the fiscal year 1908, only
76,000.000 pounds were sent during
the fiscal year Just closed; that the
shipments of bacon dropped from
pounds in 1908 to 162,000,000
pounds this year; of hams and shoul-
ders from 221,000,000 pounds In 1901
to 146,000,000 pounds In 1910, and ot
lard from more than 600,000,000
pounds In 1908 to 362,000,000 poundsIn 1910.
LAW ON LARD SUBSTITUTE
Washington Holds Compound Covered
by Meat Statute and Must Be
Inspected.
Secretary Wilson's meat inspectors
will continue to inspect lard substitute,
and not a pound of that article can go
into interstate or foreign commerce
unless It bears the mark "U. S. In-
spected and Passed."
This Is the gist of an opinion ren-
dered by Judge Fowler, who was act-
ing attorney general during the ab-
sence In Alaska of Mr. Wickersham.
The opinion declares that lard sub-
stitute, which Is a cooking compound
made up of one-fift- animal fat and
four-fifth- s cotton-see- oil, is fairly
within the definition of a meat food
product and must be Inspected.
"This opinion confirms the construc-
tion placed on the meat inspection
law." said Acting Secretary of State
Hays. "We have Inspected lard sub-
stitute ever since the law was passed
and never had any doubt about the
matter. But some manufacturers
thought Inspection of their product
was not required."
Our Embassy at Constantinople.
Constantinople Is the only place
where the United States government
owns a suitable embassy, and that Is
a matter of congratulation, although
It Is due to necessity and not to the
generosity of congress. It Is abso-
lutely impossible to rent a bouse
there, simply because there are no
houses to rent, and Mr. Lelshmann,
the previous ambassador, like his pre-
decessors, was compelled to live in
a hotel or take a suit of rooms In
an apartment somewhere for the busi-
ness of the embassy. Finally this un-
dignified situation was impressed
upon congress to a sufficient degree
to secure an appropriation of $150,- -
000 to purchase a stone mansion, next
door to the principal hotel, whloh was
erected many years ago by an Ital-
ian merchant and offered for sale by
his widow at a great sacrifice.
Treat for Paupers.
A recommendation that "eight old
hens he killed and given to the. sick
and those Inmates that do not go out
on treat days" has been bassed by
the Cuckfield (Sussex) guardians.
London Mall.
An Ounce of Precaution.
In spite of printed directions on
cans, It has never been perfectly safe
to put a sealed tin In hot water to
heat It Is best to empty the contents
out Into a saucepan, otherwise an ex-
plosion. Is jjos8lble.
WANT Girl for general housework
Apply S. F. lidw. & Supply Co.
FOR SALE Cows, bows and wag-
on. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 4 Of
Gallsteo St
I.
WANTED Employment on a ranrh
by experienced young (American i.
Address "11. G." care New Mexican.
stating wages.
WANTED Men witnoui experience!to work at electricity, plumbing, auto-- I
mobiles, bricklaying. Learn trade In
few months without expense, 200 stud-- i
ents last year. $30,000 contract Jobs.
(Write immediately. United Trade
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.
TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
ind rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewrlters guar-
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter tx- -
change. Phone Black 231.
FOR SALE Handsome quarter
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing de-
vice, spacious and in Al condition.
Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
one substantial desk in splendid con-
dition for lower price. Inquire New
Mexican.
NOTICE OF SUIT.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe ss. No. 6683
In the District Court of the First Ju-
dicial District of New Mexico, for
the County of Santa Fe.
Pueblo de Nambe, Plaintiff,
vs.
Jose Inez Roybal, Abel Ortiz, Miguel
Herrera, Pablo Valdez, Faustin Gon-
zales, David Catanach, and the un-
known claimants in the premises
hereinafter described adverse to
the said plaintiff, Defendants.
The said defendants, Jose Inez Roy-
bal, Abel Ortiz, Miguel Herrera. Pablo
Valdez, Faustin Gonzales, David
Catanach, and the Unknown Claim-
ants In the premises hereinafter de-
scribed adverse to the said plaintiff,
are hereby notified that a complaint
has been filed against them in the
District Court for the County of San-
ta Fe, and Territory aforesaid, that
being the court in which said cause is
pending by said plaintiff, Pueblo de
Nambe, the general object of said ac-
tion being to quiet title of the follow-
ing described property:
Beginning at a point one mile 34.90
chains due west from the center of
the west side of the old church In the
Pueblo de Nambe and running north
two miles, 48.34 chains to the north-
west corner and from thence running
east four miles 4.84 chains to the
northeast corner and from thence run-
ning south five miles, 18.25 chains to
the southeast corner and from thence
running west three miles, 79.95 chains
to the southwest corner and from
thence running two miles, 39.23 chains
to the place of beginning, said tract
comprising 13,590.43 acres, more or
less.
That the defendants be required to
set forth the nature of their claims,
and that all adverse claims of said de
fendants may be determined by a de-
cree of this court, etc., as will more
fully appear by reference to the com-
plaint filed In this cause. And that
unless you enter your appearance in
said cause on or before the 31st day
of December, A. D., 1910, judgment
will be rendered against you in said
cause by default.
Attorney for plaintiff, F. C. Wilson,
special attorney for Pueblo Indians
of New Mexico, office and postoffice
address, Laughlin building, Santa Fe,
N. M.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and Seal of said
Court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
29th day of October, A. D., 1910.
FRANK W. SHEARON.
(Seal) Clerk.
By EDWARD L. SAFFORD,
Deputy.
BLANKS
Printed and foi sale by New Mexi-
can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mex.
Butchers' Bond, 2 sheet
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of LI- -
censes, 2 sheet
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto. 4 pllego.
Auto de Prision, 4 pllego.
Declaration Jurada, 4 pllego.
Qertiflcado de Nombramtetto, 14
pllego.
Fianza Oficial, 2 pllego.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
pllego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz, 1-- 2
pllgeo.
Formula de Enumeration, 2 pllego.
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre-
ceptors, 2 pllego.
Camlnos, 25c.
Libros de Recibo de Capltaclon, 50
en un libro, 25c
Notlcla de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un libro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible. 2 pllego.
Documento Sin Garantla, 2 pllego.
Option, 2 sheet
Notas Obllgaclones, 26c por St.
Libros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Reclbos Supervlsores de
Libros de Elecclon de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paglnas, 20c, 80c
y 40c.
Appllcacfon por Licencla de Matrl-moni-
1--2 pllego.
Certiflcado de Muerte, 1--4 pllego.
Certtflcado de Naclmento, 1--4 pllego.
Reglstracion de Falleclmentos y
Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
Civil, $4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a vol-
ume; 3 to 12 Inclusive, $3.30 each;
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each. .
Money's Digest ot New Mexico Re
ports, full sheet. $6.50. Postage 25c,
Retail Liquor License. 60 in Book.
13.00.
Notification of Change in Assess-
ment by Assessor, 100 In Book, $3.75.
20c.
WHAT DEMOCRATS WOULD LIKE
TO DO TO SANTA FE.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Nov. 30.
Both houses of the Oklahoma legisla-
ture, which convened in extraordinary
session here, ratified the governor's
action in calling the session for Okla-
homa City and received and placed
on file three bills. The first bill pro-
vides for locating the state capitol
immediately at Oklahoma City; the
second provides for the appointment
of a state capitol commission to have
full charge of the erection of the
buildings, and the third provides for
the compensation of representatives
and senators per diem. The ratifica-
tion resolution was adopted by the
house by a vote of 80 to 26, and by
the senate by a vote of3,",to9.
THIRTY TIMES THE TAXES
THAT SANTA FE PAYS.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 30.
Mayor H. F. Avery today submitted
his budget, which calls for a ll
tax levy. The assessed valuation this
year is $12,130,400, against $12,583.-29-
a year ago. The increased ex-
penses for next year will aggregate
$25,000.
The city must take care of an $1S,-00-
sinking fund and bond interest
fund next year, a forestry department
costing $3,500 must be provided for,
and the election expenses next year
will amount to $3,500.
The estimated revenues last year
amounted to $432,639.22 on an
levy. The levy and estimated reve-
nues from other sources this year
amount to $473,608.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
014351 not coal.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the follo-
wing-named claimant has filed not-
ice of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
479,) and the said proof will be made
before Alfredo Montoya, Probate
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Pe-
ns Blanca, N. M., for the claim 2520
in sees. 35 and 36, T. 16 N., R. 5 E., N.
M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad-
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur-
vey of the township, viz:
Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Paz
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,
Blanca, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above-mentione-
time and place to cross-examin- e
the witnesses of said clainm-ant- ,
and to otter evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by the claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013780.)
Coal Land Jemez Forest,
Small Holding Claim No. 4372
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the fel
lowing-name- d claimant hag filed no-
tice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his clartn under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 State., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. CL
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., 26
1910, viz: Mauriclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
N. M., for the claim 4372 In Sec. 7,
T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above-mentione-
time and place to cross-e- x
amine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Notice for Publication.
(06966 Not Coal)
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
November 8, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that George
Lathrop of Lamy, N. M., who, on Sep-
tember 18, 1905. made homestead entr-
y-No. 8525-0696- for SW Section
2, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-
tion to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before Register and Receiver
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day
of December, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Macario Leyba, Polito Leyba, Ati-lan- o
Quintana, Isabel Leyba, all of
Leyba, N. M.
MANUEL OTERO,
". ' ...
. Register.
for this signature on every box
better come down and attend to it.
for the rest of us are all too busy to
look after it for you." The man
scarcely dared believe the message,
considering it to be a hoax, but finally
decided to return. He was amazed,
astounded to find a fairly good crop
on the ground, and he pitched in with
characteristic Indiana energy and be-
gan harvesting. The crop
sold for 61 cents per bushel net, bring-- ;
ing him just $1220, an average of
$15.25 an acre in money and an aver-
age of 25 bushels of grain to the acre.
He got all the benefit of the faithful-- :
ness and diligence of his partner, the
land.
Garment Workers Strike.
Privation and domestic traged
, haunt thousands of garment workers'
homes in Chicago as result of the re-- j
markable strike, begun notwithstand-- j
ing that winter was coming on and
doggedly continued a.most without the
aid of a strike benefit fund. The gar
ment manufacturers of Chicago will
lose heavily when spring finds them
short of stock and those of New York
will be gainers. The conditions which
Impelled the strike, however, were
such as to enlist the sympathies of
women and business men who do not
ordinarily sympathize with the pur
pose of method of strikes. Astounding
fortitude has been shown by the girl
strikers particularly, whose incomes,
never large, were not sufficient to
provide any resources for such an
emergency. A condition approaching
starvation of these has been growing
daily worse for two weeks. The fact
that a continuance of the struggla is
practically due to a misunderstanding
makes such pitiful conditions doubly
pitiful. The City Club's and Citizen s
committee finally have taken up the
matter and at a meeting in which the
strikers and employers are to be pres-
ent, the contentions of both are to
be heard.
HIS WIFE ELOPED TWICE
AND HE WANTS DIVORCE.
Grand Junction, Colo., Nov. 30. A-
lleging that his wife had twice eloped,
once with a man of 50 and another
time with a boy of 15, both named
Beed, Lyman W. Blanchard has
filed suit for divorce. The boy has
filed an affidavit admitting the alle-
gation in the petition. Mrs. Blan-
chard has filed an answer in which
she denies her husband's charges,
and adds that he has been too friendly
with prominent1 Palisades women
whom he has photographed in various
attitudes.
Notice for Publication.
(013846 Coal Jemez Forest.)
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 1910.
(Republication.)
Notice is hereby given that the
following named claimant has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof in Bupport of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
States., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., Cuba, N. M., on Febru-
ary 10, 1911, viz: Celso Sandoval, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4423 in
Sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales,
Cristobal Casados, Eusebio Trujillo,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above-mentione- d
time and place to cross-examin- e
the witnesses of said claim-
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
.Register.
Notice for Publication.
I (Not Coal 01450.)
Department of the interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
November 21, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Lucy
Isabel Balfe, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on September 9, 1908, made home-
stead entry No. 01450, for
SW. 1-- NE. NW. 1-- SE.
and Lots 2 & 3, section
11, Township 16 N., Range 9E..N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make final commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 30th day of December, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S. Tweedy, Chas. A. Siringo, John S.
R. Hammitt, Edmonia T. Hammitt,
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
A Food
That Agrees
with the weakest digestive organs,
and makes them strong
Grape-Nut- s
si
'There's a Reason,"V
ternal committee in accordance with
telegrams from Commissioner R. E.
Folk of Tennessee, chairman of the
committee which worked out the hill.
The text of a letter to the insurance
commissioners formally notifying
them of the position by the federated
fraternal societies in respect to the
commissioners' pressed iaw to safe-
guard members and their certificates
has been made public. It follows:
"The executive committed of the Na
tional Fraternal Congress and the As-
sociated Fraternities of America, met
in joint session and, by resolution,
approved the uniform bill for the reg-
ulation and control of fraternal bene-
fit societies adopted at Mobile, and
have appointed the following joint
committee to assist the commission-
ers in securing the passage of the bill
without material amendment, viz:
National Fraternal Congress. Charles
Piper, D. P. Markey, J. J. Hynes.
Associated Fraternities of America,
W. E. Davy, B. D. Smith. A. H. Bur-
nett. Our committee has been invited
meet with the insurance commis-
sioners' committee on fraternal insur-
ance during the meeting of your exec-
utive committee in New York on De-
cember 14 and 15 next. We will be
pleased if you will have the bill pre-
pared for introduction so as to con-
form to the practice in your state as
caption, title, etc., at as early a
date as possible, and if you will fur-
nish the secretary of our committee a
copy thereof prior to the meeting in
New York ior such detailed support
the bill as you may desire."
He Raised a Crop.
The partnership with land, which
nowadays and particularly at the Chi-
cago land show, gets so much boost-
ing has made the fool luck of an In-
diana farmer peculiarly apropos. He
joined the migrating horde that is
leaving Indiana and all the central
states for the north, east, south and
west and his very first crop was
threatened by drought. His land
hadn't cost him but $20 an acre any
way, so he went back to his Indiana
home and left eighty acres of milo
maize down near Amarillo In the Tex
panhandle "to go to thunder." The
crop had received but one working,
and when the farmer left it he told
his neighbor it "seemed to him the
stuff was actually growing back in the
ground." What was the sequel?
Along in early'September a fine rain
came, the weather was still warm, and
one day the farmer was astonished to
receive a letter from one of his neigh-
bors informing him that "if he wanteo
get anything off his crop he had
MAKER S
j
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with his brother, James Murray, un-
der the firm of Murray Brothers, he
has for many years conducted and
now conducts one of the largest
wholesale and retail general mer-
chandise businesses in southern New
Mexico.
About the time of the organization
of the Silver City National Bank, he
became interested in banking through
a holding of stock in that institution,
and now Is and has for many years
been the president of that bank. .
Mr. Murray has represented the
people of his district In the upper
house of the territorial legislature
with entire credit to himself and the
people of the territory, and has al-
ways been looked upon as not only a
saf and successful business man,
t i,, ;ght and intelligent re--
;i"jf-u- . i . f the people in any pol--,
iti ; he might occupy. He
ful home in Silver City
iif votes In precinct No.
II. in wtui i. ,,g interests are centered
'
l id to v'-i- ".; he Is properly accred- -
r
HON. WILLIA M D. MURRAY.
Delegate In the Constitutional Convention From Silver City, Grant County,
An Astute Financier and Prominent Republican.
Hon. William D. Murray, delegate
in the convention from Silver City
Grant county, is the only Republican
from the Grant county delegation.
He is an astute financier and as chair-
man of the comittee on state, county
and municipal indebtedness he ren-ere- d
Invaluable' service to the com-
monwealth.
Mr. Murray was born in Wyoming
in the year. 1870, and came to New
Mexico ten years later with his par-
ents, who were army people. They
were first located at old Fort Selden,
in Dona Ana county. New Mexico,
coming to Fort Bayard in 1886. Mr.
Murray received his education In the
common schools of New Mexico and
at- fit Hehpl' Pnlle?e at Santa Fe.
Ms inMority .!n has t.un
p..-''- '1 , t'i.o iBrc;-!ti:- iiK"-"?::-
s . r
.wititv. ,i f U'.v;c ar.r1 'v.B
t'h.":-w
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the local talent who are, to take part
In this production, that each and ev-
ery one is letter perfect, ami the
success of the show is assured.
Mother Goose and Her Flock of
able assistants will he at the guild
of the Church of the Holy Faith and
delight the hearts of the children with
o'clock at the court house will be open
to the public and mothers having
children In school are especially urg-
ed to be present. Dr. J. A. Rolls will
address the meeting and Professor J.
A. Wood will talk on the need of the
of parents with the teach-
ers. Attendance of teachers at the
meeting of the New Mexico Education-
al convention next month at Laa Ve-
gas will be urged as the association
expects to meet at Santa Fe next year
with the hope of making it the first
session under the state government
epochmaking.
O. M. Sadler has gone to Texas
on business.
Robert McCart, of Hachlta. X. M., is
in Deming this week attending court.
MEETING OF, TEACHERS
OPEN TO PUBLIC.
Assembly Room in Court House Ought
to Be Crowded on Saturday
Afternoon.
The meeting of Santa Fe county
teachers on Saturday afternoon at 2
GROCERY AND BAKERY
THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE IN 1910 CROP
Nf WALNUTS, BRAZILS, FILBERTS, PECANS, BLACK WALNUTSHICKORY NUTS. PEANUTS,
Cw't APPRICOTS, PEACHES, PEARS, PRUNES,unza rruu raisings, currants.
FmitS 0R4NGS' LEM0NS' GRAPEFRUIT
P P CAIIFORNIA AND IMPORTED, ALL KINDS, SIZES
rigS OL AND prices. HOLLOWI DATES, SMYRNADates WASD FIGS-
CAXHIKll CIIKKRIKS, CITRON, t.KMON AND
ORANUK PKKI., COCOANUTS P etc,
mill. F. ANDREWS ta SO. I
ill kinds of articles for both boys and
girls. Home made bread, cake, and
jellies fancy work and embroidery
lace work, aprons, and a candy table.
Comforts are some of the good Xmas
things to give your friends, and to be
purchased very reasonable on Friday,
December 2d, at Library Hall.
Your Only Chance to see these pic
tures is tonight Billy's Sister, Pals of
the Range, The Broken Doll. No show
at )ne un;s' Thursday night.
RANOM NOTES FROM
WASHINGTON,
(Continued From Page One.)
"
supplies, and it is recommended that
this improvement t;ike precedence of
all other work. The park should be i
completely opened up to visitors, and
The Store
Prevail
THE REXALL STORE
BARGAINS IN
A new and complete line ofA Double Box of Real
Linen Stationery for
this can be. done only by means of quarters on Itauioad avenue south-road-
Additional trails should be least oi tne Lmon depot. Tnis uund-bui- lt
to points of interest, and these iug will be made of concrete blocks,
trails should he properly located, sur-- j inirty by eighty leet. Eighteen hun-veye-
and constructed. ju.ea dollars worth of new macninery
"The excavation and repair of will be installed, including me e
Trees house and Cliff palace ctmery now used at the present plant,
had greatly increased the interest inj'luere are fourteen laborers employ eu
the park, and has provided for the in the laundry at the present time,
proper preservation of these ruins. ItU-m- ' with the new equipment several
is urgently recommended that Balco- - 'Ore will be added to the pay roil,
ny house and Peubody house be sim- - j There was an election ol officers ol
ilarly treated,1 as both are in a dan- - Deming lodge No. 6, 1. O. 0. F. Monday
gerous condition, and unless put in evening. The following officers were
repair soon will be absolutely des-- elected: Leltoy Hon, Noble Grand; L,
troyed even though all vandalism be E- - Margrave, Vice Grand; Fred D.
prevented ' Jack, secretary; Ben Larson, treas--
Steel Cut Embossed Initial AQC
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THE REXALL STORE
248 San Francisco St.
a, .eJ1MB
all kinds and sizes
For MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN
Continuel From Page Two.
WANTED At the New Mexican of-
fice, a good girl for bindery work
who understands miming sewing ma-
chine.
Gold lettered door plates. Leave or-
ders at the Fix it Shop.
Ladies Bargains, in ..millinery
must reduce stock. Miss A. Mugler.
The Broken Doll is a Biograph and
is a tragedy of the Indian reservat-
ion. It's at the Elks' tonight.
A SNAP Colored Ostrich Plumes
for $:i.50 each at Miss A. Mugler's.
Closes mis cate William uregg
has decided to close his cafe on the
plaza owing to ill health. He will still j
run his hotel on Don Gaspar avenue.
No Matter What You Do the tools,
to cary on your work can be found;
at the v'ood-Davi- s Hardware store,;
also a line of hardware for
every one. Read the ad.
r-- x r. m,,. rci f
Our Lady of Guadalupe church will
be celebrated on December 12 and an
elaborate program will be carried out.
Archbishop Pitaval will pontificate at,
Guadalupe church.
A Neat Christmas Gift Christmas
is not very far away and now is the
time to order attractive gifts. Could
anything be nicer than boxes of em-
bossed stationery? Leave your or
j ders at the New Mexican.
j Cash Prices Still Prevail at the
Spot Cash Store, and in their ad. to-- !
day they are calling attention to a
j new and complete line of shoes; to
heavy underwear; ladies' suits, and
other desirable things. Read the ad.
i The Ladies of St. John's Methodist
Episcopal church will have a sale of
fancy work, home baked goods, and
home made candy, Saturday, Decern-- ;
ber 3d, at Mrs. Richards' millinery
store. Fancy aprons a specialty. Come
and see what we have.
You Will Not Be Martyred You
need not feel that you are a martyr
'
to the cause of charity in going to
see the Inside Inn, for if you do not
say that it is the best thing of the
kind ever pulled off in Santa Fe your
money will be cheerfully refunded.
' Elks' Memorial Day On Sunday
afternoon at the Elks' theater Santa
Fe lodge of Elks will, in accordance
with the annual custom of the order
the world over, hold memorial serv
ices in memory of the brethren who
have passed to the great beyond. A
suitable program has been arranged.
Furnished and unfurnished modern
houses, city lots, improved property
and other desirable things in the way
of real estate, surety bonds, insur-
ance, etc., are called attention to in
the ad for O. C. Watson & Company
in this issue.
Without a Hitch There will be no
hiich o.- - forgetting of lines when the
Inside Inn is put on at the Elks' opera
house Friday night, for every member
of the cast has entered into the spirit
of this production with such enthus-
iasm and determination that they
have already reached a degree of per
fection rarely acquired by amateurs.
One of the most useful things in
a home is a Chafing Dish, a Coffee
Percolating Machine, or a Table Ket-
tle. S. Spitz, is calling attention to
an unexcelled line of these articles,
also to new ebony goods, etc, Read
the ad.
They Are Letter Perfect Joe Bren
who is putting on The Inside Inn at
the Elks' theater Friday night, De-
cember 2d, has demonstrated his
ability as a manager, for he has in
a week's time so thoroughly drilled
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
water Works Oiaer Motor for Pump-in- y
Hurpoi.es Kalpn Cameron
in Windmill.
Deming, N. M., Nov. m. Tne lna-cnin-e
suoy ana garage ol KJiowies
ana Kow.anu is 1'i.pidiy nearing cotu- -
pieuon, ana win oe itauy ior occu- -
paiicy uy me am 01 me year. This is
an unci; uuuuiug, two sloi'-its- ,
lony-iou- r uy eiguiy-tw- leel, lo-
cated on uold aveuue between itail-rou-
avenue aua me street. The up-
per story wul ue occupieu by dialling
anu uiuo print iouius. Tne lower
story vali contain me oiuces, sales
room c.ud tquipmuiu lor making and
repairing ail Minis ol macniuery and a
garage. Tne enure U'uui on coiu ave-
nue is oil plate glass and the suop,
wuen completed, win be one ol me
best in New Aiexico.
The sueiving oik. uuCL partitions in
the lower story ol the Deckert bloc
uie now completed. Tue Lindane!'
...iercanuie Company will move into
;ms building by the tiist ol tue year.
Tne Deining Steam Laundry, C. K.
Cameron, manager, is building new
The district court was taken up this
morning with the selection of the jury
for the eaae of the Territory vs. David
Guaderrama on charge of murder, the
case having been brought to this
county trom Dona Ana on change of
venue. Xne trial wiu ue proceeded
witn tnis afternoon.
H. .1. Williams is making final proof
on his desert claim seven miles south--
east of Deming.
Sam Schwing has ordered a ttfteen
horse power variable speed Wagner
electric motor for the purpose of
pumping water for irrigation on hisll'e one mile east of Deming.
The Deming Ice and Electric Co.
litt trom the water level to the top
of the standpipe being 135 feet, and
the capacity of the pump is 4(M) gal-
lons per minute.- The motor will be
operated from the Deining Ice and
jElectric Cos plant; and the engine
houM at the waterwork, accord.
ingy be clogedi H G Bugh returned yesterday from
; M pasQ brlnging wlta him his wife
wu0 nag been vlsiUng reiatiVes in
j exas for tne past few months.
Mrs. Hugh Williams is visiting rela- -
tives in Deming.
H. B. Medsker, of the National Irri- -
gation Journal, is taking photographs
of irrigation scenes for publication in
j the Journal.
Dr. W. T. Murphy of Harper, Kans ,
spent a day in Deming en route to
Phoenix, Ariz.
I Dr. R. C. Hoffman has returned from
T O
Army Engineeers Report.
Washington, Nov. 30. The special
board of dii., CnS.i.CCi0 ,v..u, t
summer, mane an exnaustive investi
gation of the irrigation projects, in-
augurated or proposed, in the thir- -
teen irrigation states, toaay turned
over their report to Secretary Ballin- -
ger for transmission to President'
Taft tomorrow.
Thr-- report is to be held inviolate
by the secretary 0f the interior. .The
president may Qecide or approve their
fmdin(?s and give ollt ft statement of
the contents. On the other hand,
should it not meet with his entire ap- -
proval, he could reject it and call
To keep you warm
eavy Underwear
That Will Give Satisfaction
THE REXALL STORE
Have You Shoes?
the Dressy Kind that
THANKSGIVING DAY CALLS
FOR?
we Havs Lois of Tip
Also a new line of rubber goods fell
comfy slippers & house shoes.
Everything for comfort, dress and
protection for the feet.
a new board. The latter supposition have ordered a 125 K. W. alternating
is unlikely. It is ttnderstocd the current generator for generating pow-arm- y
engineers have very generally er for pumping plants in the vicinity,
approved the many projects started of Deming. This will double the pres-b- y
their civilian brethern, and pos-- 1 ent capacity of the plant,
sibly with some minor suggestions ' The Deming water works has oi-t- he
wisdom of the civilian engineers dered a' thirty horse power motor for
will be indorsed. pumping water into its stand pipe, the We have about half a dozen of those
LIOSES SUITS
at sensational prices.
The Spot Gash Store.
JOHN PFLUEGER
Shoe Specialist
SATISFACTION ASSURED
FIRST CLftSS CORRICIC'S HACK LINE
Where
!
9
Pnccs
i
1
i
M. W.TRAVIS
Propt
r '
A Prescription Guaranteed to Keep
You Comfortable in Gold Weather
The engineer board also has the
power to make recommendations as
to the apportionment of the ?20,000,--
000 fund among the irrigation states,
J
.,.,,1 ; n 'Ko 1ty....a,uN ,6 ...omediate neds of the projects.
Just what the several states will
receive for their pet projects cannot
be safely guessed, but it Is unofficially
known that a fair apportionment has
been recommended.
NO CONSTITUTIONAL CON- -
VENTION FOR IOWA.
Des Moines, Iowa., Nov, 30. The
official count, as begun today by the
Iowa legislative council, indicates
that the proposition to call a constl- -
tutional convention was overwhelm- -
ingly defeated at the recent election.
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YOUR TEMPERATURE GOING DOWN? Try Overcoat treat-
ment, guaranteed cure for cold, taken in small, medium or long doses,
sorts of good Overcoats $10.00 to $25.00.
TEMPERATURE STILL GOING DOWN?
Suit treatment, gets nearer to you than Overcoats, and comes at
attractive prices. Good sorts marked $12.50 to $27.50.
YOUR TEMPERATURE GONE DOWN AS FAR AS IT CAN?
Try our good, warm Underwear, all kinds, styles and grades.
THERE! We have made you comfortable at last and you'll staj
all Winter. Pocket book isn't hurt much either is it? Right prices
what makes the trade, buy of a house that never disappoints.
A N M O N Clothier
